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INTRODUCTION

Ecological, hydrological, and 'atmospheric models often parameterize the same

processes, though with vastly different complexity. For example, soil water is an

important determinant of net primary production and biogeographical vegetation

patterns. Soil water, through its effects on the partitioning of net radiation into

latent and sensible heat, is also an important determinant of climate. Ecological

models often use a simple bucket model, updated monthly, to model soil water.

In contrast, hydrologists might use the Richards equation for vertical water flow

to model soil water. The non-linearity of this equation requires short time steps

(seconds to minutes) and high spatial resolution of the soil column (millimeters to

centimeters). Some of the land surface parameterizations for atmospheric models

use the Richards equation, though with much fewer soil layers (e.g., three layers

corresponding to diurnal, seasonal, and annual time scales).

Stomatal physiology is important for many ecological studies because it de-

termines the rate of CO 2 uptake during photosynthesis and is important for many

hydrologic and atmospheric studies because of its effect on the latent heat flux.

Ironically, the most detailed parameterizations of stomatal physiology, including

the response of stomata to environmental factors such as light, temperature, soil

water, etc., are often found in the land surface models used with atmospheric mod-

els. The long (monthly) time step of many ecological models prevents them from

explicitly modeling photosynthesis as a diffusion process that varies with stomatal

resistance. Instead, optimal rates of carbon uptake are decremented for sub-optimal

environmental conditions using relative growth factors ranging from zero to one.

Other common processes include: phenology, which is important due to the

effects of leaf area on the absorption of solar radiation at the surface, sensible heat

flux, and latent heat flux; the absorption, reflection, and transmittance of solar

radiation, which is important energetically as part of the net radiation at the surface
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and ecologically due to the effects of the vertical light profile on vegetation structure,

composition, and biogeochemical fluxes; and soil heat fluxes, which are important

due to the effects of soil temperatures on biogeochemical fluxes, the surface energy

budget, and soil hydrology.

It is clear that many ecological, hydrological, and atmospheric processes are so

intertwined that these cannot be considered separate disciplines. Successful mod-

eling of net primary production, carbon storage, and trace gas emissions (e.g.,

methane, non-methane hydrocarbons, nitrous oxide) requires an accurate model

of the micrometeorological and hydrological environments in addition to the tra-

ditional ecological emphasis on vegetation and biogeochemical controls. Successful

modeling of latent and sensible heat fluxes requires an accurate description of the

ecological state and biogeochemical controls in addition to the traditional emphasis

on the physical environment.

Several years ago, I became interested in combining the relevant biophysical,

biogeochemical, hydrologic, and ecosystem processes into a comprehensive model

of land-atmosphere interactions that was physically and biologically realistic (see

Bonan 1993c and 1995c for a discussion of some of the important issues). The first

such model (Bonan 1991a, 1991b, 1993a) did so, but at a daily time step, and was

very similar in nature to the FOREST-BGC and BIOME-BGC ecosystem models

developed by Steve Running and colleagues at the University of Montana (Running

et al. 1989), though with more biophysical and hydrologic detail. Like FOREST-

BGC, this model proved to be very successful at simulating annual net primary

production along large climatic gradients (Bonan 1993b).

The land surface model described in this document is an extension of this earlier

model development, but now applied at sub-hourly time scales (e.g., 30 minutes) to

resolve the diurnal cycle. The model is a blend of the ecological processes found in

many ecosystem models, the hydrologic processes found in many hydrologic models,
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and the surface fluxes common to the land surface models used with atmospheric

models. With the requirement that the model be implemented globally, many other

surface types (e.g., glaciers, lakes, savanna, etc.) needed to be included in addition

to the initial needleleaf evergreen and broadleaf deciduous forests.

This technical note describes version 1 of this LSM land surface model. In this

model, land surface processes are described in terms of biophysical fluxes (latent

heat, sensible heat, momentum, reflected solar radiation, emitted longwave radia-

tion) and biogeochemical fluxes (CO 2 ) that depend on the ecological and hydrologic

state of the land. Consequently, ecological and hydrologic sub-models are needed to

simulate temporal changes in terrestrial biomass and water. Component processes

and their interactions are illustrated in Figure 1. Scientific justification for many

of the parameterizations used in this model can be found in Bonan (1994), Bonan

(1995a) [CO 2 fluxes], Bonan (1995b) [lakes], and Bonan (1996) [infiltration].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the biophysical, biogeochemical, hydrologic, and

ecosystem processes simulated by the model, interactions among these component

processes, and the interaction between the land and atmosphere. The biophysical

and biogeochemical fluxes depend on the ecological and hydrologic state of the

land, which are updated by ecological and hydrologic sub-models. Text within

boxes indicates specific processes. Italics text indicates processes not currently

considered. The biomass and water boxes indicate terrestrial state variables that

affect and are affected by the component processes.
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PART I: TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The land surface model is a one-dimensional model of energy, momentum,

water, and CO 2 exchanges between the atmosphere and land accounting for

* ecological differences among vegetation types;

* thermal and hydrological differences among soil types; and

* multiple surface types, including lakes and wetlands, within a grid cell.

Vegetated surfaces are comprised of multiple plant types so that, for example, a

mixed broadleaf deciduous-needleleaf evergreen forest consists of patches of needle-

leaf evergreen trees, broadleaf deciduous trees, and bare ground. Lakes and wet-

lands, if present, form additional patches for a total of up to five subgrid points.

The model is run for each subgrid point independently, with the same grid-averaged

atmospheric forcing. Grid-averaged surface variables are obtained using the subgrid

fractional areas. Processes simulated for each subgrid point are:

ecosystem dynamics

* vegetation phenology (section 1.3);

biophysical processes

* absorption, reflection, and transmittance of solar radiation (sections 2, 3.1);

* absorption and emission of longwave radiation, allowing for emissivities less than

one (sections 3.2);

* sensible and latent heat fluxes, partitioning latent heat into canopy evaporation,

soil evaporation, and transpiration (section 4);

* momentum fluxes (section 4);

* heat transfer in a multi-layer soil or lake (sections 6, 7);

* stomatal physiology (section 9.1);
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hydrologic processes

* interception, throughfall, and stemflow (section 8.1);

* snow accumulation and melt (section 8.2);

* infiltration and runoff (section 8.3);

* soil hydrology, including water transfer in a multi-layer soil (section 8.4);

biogeochemical processes

* photosynthesis, plant respiration, and microbial respiration (section 9); and

* net primary production (section 9).

Table 1. Atmospheric input to land model

reference height Zatm

temperature at Zatm Tatm

zonal wind at Zatm Uatm

meridional wind at Zatm Vatm

specific humidity at Zatm qatm

pressure at Zatm Patm

partial pressure CO 2 at Zatm 355 x 10 - 6

partial pressure 02 at Zatm 0.209

surface pressure Psrf

convective precipitation qprcc

large-scale precipitation qprcl

incident direct beam solar radiation < 0.7im Satm it ' is

incident direct beam solar radiation > 0.7pm Satm iLir

incident diffuse solar radiation < 0.7bLm 5 at-m Ivis

incident diffuse solar radiation > 0.7pm Satm inir

incident longwave radiation Latm I

(m)
(K)

(m - 1)
(ms- 1)

(kg kg- 1)

(Pa)
(mol mol- 1)

(mol mol - 1)

(Pa)
(mm H 2 0 s- 1)

(mm H 20 s- 1)
(W m- 2 )

(W m- 2 )

(W m- 2 )

(W m- 2 )

(W m- 2 )

Atmospheric potential temperature (Oatm, K), vapor pressure (eatm, Pa), and den-
sity (Patm, kg m- 3 ) are also required, but are derived from Tatm, qatm, Patm, and

Psrf
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Table 2. Atlnospheric output fiom land model

latent heat flux AE (W m - 2 )

sensible heat flux H (WV m 2 )

constituent flux H20, CO2 (kg m-2 s - 1)

zonal momentum flux r. (kg m - 1 s - 2 )

meridional momentum flux Ty (kg m - 1 s - 2)

emitted longwave radiation L T (W m - 2 )

direct beam albedo < 0.7,m I Ts

direct beam albedo > 0.7Lm I 'ir

diffuse albedo < 0.7um I Tvis
diffuse albedo > 0.7pm I Inir

The model is developed with the assumption that the land and atmosphere

are coupled with a fully-explicit time-stepping procedure. That is, the current

state of the atmosphere (Table 1) is used to force the land model; surface energy,

constituent, momentum, and radiative fluxes (Table 2) are then used to update the

atmosphere.

Required surface data for each land grid cell are listed in Table 3. Latitude

and longitude are used to calculate the solar zenith angle (section 2.3). The surface

type defines the plant types, which differ in ecological characteristics, within the

vegetated fraction of the grid cell (cf. Table 5). Soil color defines the saturated

and dry soil albedos (Table 10). Percent sand, silt, and clay define soil thermal and

hydrologic properties (sections 6.2, 8.4.1). The percent lake and wetland data define

inland water subgrid points. Surface types were derived from Olson et al.'s (1983)

0.5° by 0.5° data, overlayed onto the NCAR Community Climate Model T42 (2.8°

by 2.8°) grid. Soil colors were taken from the BATS T42 data set for use with the

CCM (Dickinson et al. 1993). Sand, silt, and clay data were derived from Webb et

7



al.'s (1993) 1.0° by 1.0° data. Inland water data were derived fiom Cogley's (1991)

1.0° by 1.0° data for perennial freshwater lakes and swamps/marshes. Lakes can be

either deep (50 m) or shallow (10 m) (section 7). Currently, all lakes are treated as

deep lakes. Wetland "soils" are, when calculating temperatures, treated the same

as soil except that the water content is kept at saturation.

Specific parameter values are introduced in the following sub-sections as ap-

propriate. Physical constants are listed in Table 4.

Table 3. Required surface data

latitude and longitude at center of grid cell
surface type
soil color type

percent sand, percent silt, percent clay
percent of grid cell covered with lakes
percent of grid cell covered with wetlands

8



Table 4. Physical constants

gravitational acceleration
von Karman constant
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
latent heat of sublimation
latent heat of vaporization

heat capacity of dry air
at constant pressure

gas constant dry air
heat capacity of water
heat capacity of ice
thermal conductivity of water
thermal conductivity of ice

bulk density of water
freezing point
latent heat of fusion

g

R

Cw

Ci

k

A

k

Pw

Tf
hfus

9.80616 m s- 2

0.4
5.67 x 10- 8 W m-2 K- 4

2.8440 x 106 J kg- 1

2.5104 x 106 J kg- 1

1004.64 J kg-1 K- 1

287.04 J kg-1 K-1
4.188 x 106 J m-3 K- 1

2.094 x 106 J m- 3 K- 1

0.6 W m- 1 K- 1

2.2 W m- 1 K- 1

1000 kg m-3
273.16 K

0.3336 x 106 J kg-1
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1. Ecosystem Composition and Structure

1.1 Vegetation Composition

Vegetated surfaces are comprised of bare ground and several physiological plant

types (Table 5). For example, mixed broadleaf deciduous and needleleaf evergreen

forest is composed of broadleaf deciduous trees, needleleaf evergreen trees, and bare

ground. Rather than using a blended mix (e.g., the average roughness length),

the model performs separate flux calculations for each fractional area and then

averages the fluxes. These plant types (Table 6) differ in important properties that

influence surface fluxes: leaf and stem areas (Figures 2, 3); root profile, canopy

height, leaf dimension, stem and root biomass, and soil carbon (Table 7); optical

properties (Table 8); physiological properties that determine stomatal resistance and

CO2 fluxes (Tables 16, 17); and roughness length, displacement height, and other

aerodynamic properties (Table 12). Currently, there are no physiological differences

between cool and warm plant types, except cool C 3 and warm C 4 grasses, so that,

for example, the cool broadleaf deciduous forest is equivalent to the warm broadleaf

deciduous forest. Vegetation composition and fractional areas are currently time-

invariant.

1.2 Vegetation Structure, Carbon, and Nitrogen

Vegetation structure is defined by time-varying leaf and stem areas (section

1.3) and time-invariant canopy height, root profile, leaf dimension, carbon, and

nitrogen (Table 7). Canopy top ztop and bottom Zbot heights and leaf dimensions

dleaf are from Bonan (1995a, 1995b). Relative root abundance in each soil layer

ri is calculated from Gale and Grigal's (1987) cumulative root profile Ri = 1 - r

where z is soil depth (cm). Vegetation common to dry regions (tropical seasonal

tree, grass, evergreen shrub, deciduous shrub) have a larger portion of their roots

in deep soil layers.
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Stem and root biomass, soil carbon, and foliage nitrogen are needed for the

biogeochemical fluxes. Vegetation stem biomass Vb, vegetation root biomass 1Vb,

and soil carbon Sc are adapted from McGuire et al. (1992) to give reasonable values

for each plant type. Foliage nitrogen N is used to adjust the rate of photosynthesis

for nutrient limitations (section 9.1). Because the derivation of the photosynthetic

parameters incorporates extant nitrogen limitations, foliage nitrogen is set to values

that do not limit photosynthesis. These carbon and nitrogen pools are currently

time-invariant.

1.3 Phenology

Leaf and stem area indices (Figure 2, 3) are updated daily using monthly values

adapted from Dorman and Sellers (1989). In the Southern Hemisphere, these data

are off-set by 6 months (Figure 4). These leaf and stem area indices are adjusted

for burying by snow, Zsno m deep (section 8.2), using the fraction of the exposed

Zsno - Zbotcanopy 0 < 1 - s bot 1.
Ztop- Zbot

The photosynthetic growing season is defined as the period with vegetation

temperature greater than some critical temperature Tmin (section 9.1).

Figure 2. Daily leaf area index for the 12 plant types

Figure 3. Daily stem area index for the 12 plant types

Figure 4. Daily leaf area index for broadleaf deciduous trees and grass in the

Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH). Dashed lines indicated

the monthly mean values.
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Table 5. Plant types and fractional cover for each surface type

surface type plant cover plant cover plant cover

No Vegetation
0 ocean - -
1 land ice b 1.00
2 desert b 1.00

Forest
3 cool needleleaf evergreen tree net 0.75 b 0.25
4 cool needleleaf deciduous tree ndt 0.50 b 0.50
5 cool broadleaf deciduous tree bdt 0.75 b 0.25
6 cool mixed net and bdt net 0.37 bdt 0.37 b 0.26
7 warm needleleaf evergreen tree net 0.75 b 0.25 - -
8 warm broadleaf deciduous tree bdt 0.75 b 0.25
9 warm mixed net and bdt net 0.37 bdt 0.37 b 0.26
10 tropical broadleaf evergreen tree bet 0.95 b 0.05
11 tropical seasonal deciduous tree tst 0.75 b 0.25

Interrupted Woods
12 savanna wg 0.70 tst 0.30 - -
13 evergreen forest tundra net 0.25 ag 0.25 b 0.50
14 deciduous forest tundra ndt 0.25 ag 0.25 b 0.50
15 cool forest crop c 0.40 bdt 0.30 net 0.30
16 warm forest crop c 0.40 bdt 0.30 net 0.30

Non-Woods
17 cool grassland cg 0.60 wg 0.20 b 0.20
18 warm grassland wg 0.60 cg 0.20 b 0.20
19 tundra ads 0.30 ag 0.30 b 0.40
20 evergreen shrubland es 0.80 b 0.20 -
21 deciduous shrubland ds 0.80 b 0.20
22 semi-desert ds 0.10 b 0.90 -
23 cool irrigated crop c 0.85 b 0.15
24 cool crop c 0.85 b 0.15
25 warm irrigated crop c 0.85 b 0.15 -
26 warm crop c 0.85 b 0.15 -

Wetland
27 forest wetland bet 0.80 b 0.20
28 non-forest wetland b 1.00 -
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Table 6. Plant types

Plant Type Acronym

needleleaf evergreen tree net

needleleaf deciduous tree ndt

broadleaf evergreen tree bet

broadleaf deciduous tree bdt

tropical seasonal tree tst

cool C 3 grass cg

evergreen shrub es

deciduous shrub ds

arctic deciduous shrub ads

arctic grass ag

crop c

warm C 4 grass wg

bare b

13



Table 7. Vegetation structure, carbon, and nitrogen

Plant Type rp Ztop 'bot dleaf V V Sc N

(mi) (m) (ml) (kg m- 2 ) (kg m- 2) (kg C m- 2 ) %

needleleaf evergreen tree 0.94 17.0 8.50 0.04 3.6 7.2 11.0

needleleaf deciduous tree 0.94 14.0 7.00 0.04 3.6 7.2 11.0

broadleaf evergreen tree 0.94 35.0 1.00 0.04 9.0 18.0 15.0

broadleaf deciduous tree 0.94 20.0 11.50 0.04 6.2 12.4 11.0

tropical seasonal tree 0.97 18.0 10.00 0.04 4.5 9.0 8.0

C 3 grass 0.97 0.5 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.3 10.0

evergreen shrub 0.97 0.5 0.10 0.04 0.0 0.011.0

deciduous shrub 0.97 0.5 0.10 0.04 0.0 0.0 11.0

arctic deciduous shrub 0.94 0.5 0.10 0.04 0.1 0.4 18.0

arctic grass 0.94 0.5 0.01 0.04 0.1 0.4 18.0

crop 0.94 0.5 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.0 11.0

C4 grass 0.97 0.5 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.3 10.0

bare 1.00 0.0 0.00 - 0.0 0.0 0.0

14
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2. Surface Albedos

2.1 Canopy Radiative Transfer

Radiative transfer within vegetative canopies is calculated from the two-stream

approximation of Dickinson (1983) and Sellers (1985)

d(L + S)
-- d (l, $) + [1 - (1 - 3)~] T - z i= i -KSoe-' (L +s >

dI ) + [1 - (1 - )w]I I -w/; T= wlK(1 - /o)e- K (L + S)
d(L + S)

where I T and I l are the upward and downward diffuse radiative fluxes per unit

incident flux, K = G(p)/lp is the optical depth of direct beam per unit leaf and stem

area, bt is the cosine of the zenith angle of the incident beam, G(1u) is the relative

projected area of leaf and stem elements in the direction cos- 1u, i is the average

inverse diffuse optical depth per unit leaf and stem area, w is a scattering coefficient,

/ and /o are upscatter parameters for diffuse and direct beam radiation, respec-

tively, L is the leaf area index (section 1.3), and S is the stem area index (section

1.3). Given the direct beam albedo a= and diffuse albedo gA of the ground (sec-

tion 2.2), these equations are solved to calculate the fluxes, per unit incident flux,

absorbed by the vegetation, reflected by the vegetation, and transmitted through

the vegetation for direct and diffuse radiation and for visible (< 0.7pm) and near-

infrared (> 0.7pLm) wavebands. The optical parameters G(u), i, w, 0,, and /o are

calculated based on work in Sellers (1985) as follows.

The relative projected area of leaves and stems in the direction cos- 1A is

G(u) = 1 ^+ 02

where q1 = 0.5 - 0 .6 3 3 XL - 0.33X2L and q2 = 0.877(1 - 2X 1) for -0.4 < XL < 0.6.

XL is the departure of leaf angles from .a random distribution and equals +1 for
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horizontal leaves, 0 for random leaves, and -1 for vertical leaves.

The average inverse diffuse optical depth per unit leaf and stem area is

Pl i '1 0 1 02 < i
F-t ( ,L' = - T = -- - In

Jo G{p) ^2 0 2 0

where /' is the direction of the scattered flux.

The optical parameters w, ,3, and 0o, which vary with wavelength, are weighted

combinations of values for vegetation and snow. If snow is intercepted by the canopy

W veg - fwet) + n fwet

A/A = .vegvg - fwet) + Wn/n fwet/~A- ̂  .( - / ^S^^f fw) + , esnosno

WAP0,A veg veA (1 - fwet) + Asno0 , fwet

where fwet is the wetted fraction of the canopy (section 8.1). The snow and vege-

tation weights are applied to the product WA3A and WA/0O,A because these products

are used in the two-stream equations. If there is no snow in the canopy,

veg
WA = WA

WA,3 A = veg veg

WA/ 3 0,A A= Wege,Ag

For vegetation, Aeg = aA + TA. aA is a weighted combination of the leaf and stem

reflectances (cAaf, catem)

leaf stemA = &a Wleaf + QA emWstem

where Wleaf = L/(L + S) and Wstem = S/(L + S). TA is a weighted combination of

the leaf and stem transmittances ( l eaf, 7r'tem)
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= eaf stem
TA = TA Wleaf + TA Wstem n

The upscatter for diffuse radiation is

Wveg 3veg 1[r±+i (1±xLWv = - _A A+rA + (aA-rTA). I)2 2 2

and the upscatter for direct beam radiation is

veg ve -1 + ftKap ,)A

were the single scattering albedo is
where the single scattering albedo is

( ve I 'G(p)as(-)A = A ,' d '
2 pG(t,') + tI'G(p)

wveg G(p) + a_ _ + _2+/G(.)'

2 P02 + G(p) [ 02 + G()n ) (I J

The upward diffuse fluxes per unit incident direct beam and diffuse flux (i.e.,

the surface albedos) are

I T= h + h2 + h3

I TA= h7 + h8

The downward diffuse fluxes per unit incident direct beam and diffuse radiation,

respectively, are

I A h= e-K(L+S) + h5 s + h 6

hlo
I A= h 9sl +

Si

The parameters h1 to hlo, a, and sl are from Sellers (1985) [note the error in h4 in

Sellers (1985)]:
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b = 1 - kA + A\/3A\

C = UA/A

d = WA/^Io,A

f = wApI(l - /o,A)

h - b.b2-- 2

0- = (fiK)2 + 2 - b 2

ul - - c/a~^ or itl b-c/a%
U b1 = - C/ag or u 1 = b - C/gA

zU2 = b -.CA Or U2 = b - CCgA

U3 = f + C<A' or U3 = f + CagA

sl = exp[-h(L + S)]

s2 =exp[-K(L + S)]

Pi b+ ph

P2 = b- fh

p3 = b+ fiK

p4 = b - fK

dl p= (u-ph) _ p2(ul + fth)si

d2 = +h _ (1L2 - fh)si
Si

hi = -dp4 - cf

h2 = L [(d - P3) (u 1-) -P2 (d -c- hi(ul + fK)) 2]di CT $1 O'

h3 = [(d- - P3) (ul + fh)sl -P (d- c-- -(u + liK)) s 2]

h4 = -fP3 - cd

h5 [h4(2 m) + (U3 - h4 (U2- pK)) $2]
h6= [ [(U2 - ph)sl + (U3 -h4 (U - K)) S2]

h7 c(uil-th)

di
= c(usi+Ph)si

U2 = f+hhg = .... d2s 1

hio -s (u2 -ph)
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Vegetation optical parameters (Table 8) were taken from Dolrlilan and Sellers

(1989). Optical parameters for intercepted snow (Table 9) were taken from Sellers

et al. (1986).

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show albedos as a function of zenith angle for semi-

horizontal, random, and semi-vertical leaves. Albedos for all three leaf types are

nearly constant for leaf area index > 2. Diffuse albedos have no zenith angle de-

pendence and vary only slightly with leaf angle orientation. Direct beam albedos

have negligible zenith angle dependence for semi-horizontal leaves (Figure 5), but

strong dependence for random and semi-vertical leaves (Figures 6, 7). Direct beam

albedos are very similar for the random and semi-vertical leaves.

Vegetation masking of snow albedos is illustrated in Figure 8. As leaf area index

increases, the high underlying snow albedos are masked. In particular, albedos for

leaf area index > 3 are comparable to the random leaves without snow (Figure 6).

Visible albedos with intercepted snow (fwet = 1) are higher than without intercepted

snow (fwet = 0), in part because of the higher values of w (0.8 versus 0.15), but

there are still much less than the snow albedos (leaf area index = 0). Albedos in

the near-infrared waveband are less with intercepted snow than without due to the

lower values of w with snow (0.4) than without (0.7).
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Table 8. Vegetation optical properties

Plant Type stemtleaf leaf stem stem leaf leaf stem sern'Plant TAype L avis Cnir vis Onir lvis 'nir vis nir

needleleaf evergreen tree 0.01 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.10 0.001 0.001
needleleaf deciduous tree 0.01 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.10 0.001 0.001
broadleaf evergreen tree 0.10 0.10 0.45 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.25 0.001 0.001

broadleaf deciduous tree 0.25 0.10 0.45 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.25 0.001 0.001
tropical seasonal tree 0.01 0.10 0.45 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.25 0.001 0.001

C3 grass -0.30 0.11 0.58 0.36 0.58 0.07 0.25 0.220 0.380
evergreen shrub 0.01 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.10 0.001 0.001
deciduous shrub 0.25 0.10 0.45 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.25 0.001 0.001

arctic deciduous shrub 0.25 0.10 0.45 0.16 0.39 0.05 0.25 0.001 0.001
arctic grass -0.30 0.11 0.58 0.36 0.58 0.07 0.25 0.220 0.380

crop -0.30 0.11 0.58 0.36 0.58 0.07 0.25 0.220 0.380
C4 grass -0.30 0.11 0.58 0.36 0.58 0.07 0.25 0.220 0.380

Table 9. Intercepted snow optical properties

Waveband

Parameter vis nir

Ws n o 0.8 0.4

,3sno 0.5 0.5

30 no 0.5 0.5
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Figure 5. Direct and diffuse albedos for visible and near-infrared wavebands as a

function of cosine solar zenith angle and for leaf area indices of 0, 1, 2, 4, and 6.

Data are for semi-horizontal broadleaf evergreen tree leaves (XL = 0.6) with soil

albedos ag vis = Og is = 0.10 and ag nir = g nir = 0.20.

Figure 6. As in Figure 5, but for random (XL = 0) leaves.

Figure 7. As in Figure 5, but for semi-vertical (XL = -0.4) leaves.

Figure 8. Direct and diffuse albedos for visible and near-infrared wavebands as

a function of leaf area index. Data are for random leaves, with the same optical

properties as in Figure 6, and t- = 0.71. The ground albedos are typical of snow

g vis = Og vis = 0.95 and co nir = cg nir = 0.70. Optical properties of snow (Table

9) are used when the canopy is wet (fwet = 1).
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2.2 Ground Albedos

The overall direct beam aA and diffuse cgA ground albedos are weighted

combinations of "soil" and snow albedos

OgA = soi A( 1 - fsno) + asno Afsno

agA -= soi A(1- fsno) + Qsno Afsno

where fsno is the fraction of the ground covered with snow (section 8.2).

i A and asoi A vary with glacier, lake, wetland, and soil surfaces. Glacier

albedos are similar to BATS (Dickinson et al. 1993),

O°soi vis = i is vis0.80

soi nir = soi nir = 0.55

Lake and wetland albedos depend on cosine solar zenith angle ', based on data in

Henderson-Sellers (1986) and Monteith and Unsworth (1990),

Csoi vis = Oesoi nir 0.06( + 0.15)'

Cesoi vis = Osoi nir = 0.06 .

Frozen lake and wetland albedos are based on sea ice values used in BATS (Dickinson

et al. 1993)

soi vis = oi vis = 0.60

Csoi nir = Csoi nir = 0.40.

As in BATS (Dickinson et al. 1993), soil albedos vary with color class

soi A = Osoi A = Csat A + A < dry A
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where A depends on the volumetric water content of the first soil layer (section

8.4) as A = 0.11 - 0.4001 > 0, and ,sat A and cadry A are albedos for saturated

and dry soil color classes (Table 10). The first eight color classes are as in BATS

(Dickinson et al. 1993). The ninth class is a special class created to better match

ERBE clear-sky albedos for desert and semi-desert surface types located in North

Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. For this color class, albedos are also increased

by 0.10.

Soil albedos as a function of soil water and lake albedos as a function of zenith

angle are illustrated in Figure 9.

Table 10. Dry and saturated soil albedos

Dry Saturated

Color Class vis nir vis nir

1 = light

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 = dark

9

0.24 0.48 0.12

0.22 0.44 0.11

0.20 0.40 0.10

0.18 0.36 0.09

0.16 0.32 0.08

0.14 0.28 0.07

0.12 0.24 0.06

0.10 0.20 0.05

0.27 0.55 0.15

0.24

0.22

0.20

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.10

0.31
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Figure 9. a) Visible waveband soil albedos for light, medium, and dark soils as a

function of soil water. b) Near-infrared waveband soil albedos for light, medium,

and dark soils as a function of soil water. c) Unfrozen lake albedos as a function of

zenith angle.

Snow albedos are based on the work of Marshall (1989). For soot content s

(mass fraction) < s2,

A() = - (a -a 2)exp [-k ln ( ) + k 2 [ln ( )]] < a

and for s > sA,

A^() = al + (aA - a)exp [-kln S)] > a .

For direct beam radiation, aC n ^ = aA(p) and for diffuse radiation Csno A = aA(A =

0.65).

a~ = 0.5(a +a' ) and a', kk, ' 1, and k' 2 are empirical parameters that vary

with wavelength (Table 11).

S = exp (eA + fAlnv/r )

where eA and fA are empirical constants (Table 11). re A is an effective snow grain

radius (p/m), which adjusts snow albedos for zenith angle

r A=r ( +

where bA is an empirical constant (Table 11) and A/p = - 0.65. Marshall (1989)

lists typical values of snow grain radius r as: 50 gm for new snow, 100 pim for snow

a few days old (or for Antarctica), 200 pum for cold snow, and 500 to 1000 ,um for old
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or elllting snow. Rather than accounting for snow aging, she gives a simple snow

grain radius parameterization that accounts for changes in albedo when inelting

80 for Ta < 263.15

7 = e4 .38+0.23(Ta-263.15) for 263.15 < Ta < 274.15

1000 for Ta > 274.15

where Ta is the surface "aerodynamic" temperature (K) (section 4.1).

h 1 2 + C3a = c + c /r A + cAln (v/ 7)

where ck, cA, and c3 are empirical constants (Table 11). Snow albedos in relation

to grain radius, soot content, and zenith angle are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11.

Snow albedos decrease as the the solar elevation angle (and p/) increases, the soot

content increases, and the snow grain radius increases.

Figure 10. Snow albedos. a) As a function of zenith angle for snow grain radius

of 80 and 1000 /m and with s = 10- 10 . b) As in (a) but with s = 10 - 6. c) As a

function of soot for t = 0.2. d) As in (c) but for / = 0.8.

Figure 11. Snow albedos for snow grain radius of 80 and 10000 /m as a function of

soot for 1 = 0.65.
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Table 11. Snow albedo parameters

Waveband

Parameter vis nir

0.070 0.059

1.2812 1.2642

0.9988 1.0667

-0.0020 0

0 -0.1811

-6.3550 -5.9328

-1.9752 -1.8102

0.450 0.580

-0.040 -0.040

0.454 0.567
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2.3 Solar Zenith Angle

The cosine of the solar zenith is

/1 = sin q sin 6 + cos C cos 6 cos h

where ( is latitude (positive in the Northern Hemisphere), 6 is the solar declination,

and h is the solar hour angle (24 hour periodicity). The solar declination (radians)

depends on the calendar day d

6 = 0.006918-0.399912 cos O + 0.070257 sin e

-0.006758 cos 2E + 0.000907 sin 20

-0.002697 cos 30 + 0.001480 sin 30

d
where 0 = 27r-. The solar hour angle (radians) is 15° for every hour from local365
noon

h= 3(t - 12) -r
24 180

The local time t (hours) at longitude 0 (radians, positive east of the Greenwich

meridian) is obtained by adjusting m, the current seconds in the day at Greenwich,

by 1 hour for every 15° of longitude

m + y0 86400t 2=
3600

This calculation of t, which depends on latitude, longititude, and Greenwich time,

matches the algorithm used in the NCAR CCM2 to within ±0.0001.
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3. Radiative Fluxes

The net radiation at the surface is ( S + S g) + ( L + L g) where S and L

are the net solar and longwave fluxes absorbed by vegetation ("v") and the ground

("g"). The solar radiation absorbed by vegetation is partitioned into "sun and (?sha,

the visible waveband solar radiation absorbed by sunlit and shaded leaves, for the

stomatal resistance and photosynthesis calculations.

3.1 Solar Fluxes

With reference to Figure 12, the direct beam flux transmitted through the

canopy, per unit incident flux, is e- K(L + S), and the direct beam and diffuse fluxes

absorbed by the vegetation, per unit incident flux, are

~, K(L+S)I=I A - 1-I rTA -(1- ^A)I 1 - (1 - +5)

= 1 -I A TA1 - agA)I (1 A

I t^ and I TIA are the upward diffuse fluxes per unit incident direct beam and diffuse

flux (section 2.1). I J1 and I IA are the downward diffuse fluxes per unit incident

direct beam and diffuse radiation (section 2.1). aC^ and ^ gA are the direct beam

and diffuse ground albedos (section 2.2).

The total solar radiation absorbed by the vegetation and ground are

S v = Satm 1I A + Satm IA I A
A

S Z -= Satm e- K(L+S)(l - gA )+
A

(Satm 1jI 1A +Satm 1A I IA)(1 - gA)

5 atm 1I and Satm .A are the incident direct beam and diffuse solar fluxes (W

m- 2 ). The fraction of incident radiation absorbed by semi-horizontal, random, and

semi-vertical leaves is shown in Figure 13. With a zenith angle of 450, 90% of the
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of direct beam solar radiation (top left), diffuse solar

radiation (top right), and longwave radiation (bottom) absorbed, transmitted, and

reflected by vegetation and the ground.

Figure 13. Fraction of incident direct and diffuse radiation absorbed by the canopy

for visible and near-infrared wavebands as a function of leaf area index. Data are

for semi-horizontal, random, and semi-vertical broadleaf evergreen tree leaves with

p = 0.71 and soil albedos a vis = ag vis = 0.10 and acg n= ir 0.20.

visible radiation is absorbed with leaf area index of 3 to 4. Absorption saturates

at 95% with leaf area index equal to 6. In contrast, a maximum of only 60 to

70% of the near-infrared radiation is absorbed by the vegetation. Solar radiation is

conserved as

E (Satm iA +Satm 1A) = (S + S g) + 5 (Satm i1 I TA +Satm A I TA)
A A

where the latter term is the reflected solar radiation. The visible and near-infrared

reflectances are used to calculate the normalized difference vegetation index, at the
rnir - rvissurface, as
rvis + rnir

Photosynthesis and transpiration depend non-linearly on solar radiation, via

the light response of stomata. A common way to integrate CO2 and H 2O fluxes for

the canopy is to divide the canopy into sunlit and shaded leaves (Campbell 1977,

Landsberg 1986). The sunlit fraction of the canopy is

Lo e Kxdx 1 e-K(L+S)
sun L+S K(L + S)
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where e - (L+S) is the fractional area of sunflecks on a horizontal plane below tile

leaf and stem area index L + S (section 1.3). The shaded fraction is fsha = 1 - fsut,l

and the sunlit and shaded leaf areas indices are Ls"" = fsunL and Ls h a = fshaL.

In calculating fun, K = G() - W , where i ~- accounts for scattering

within the canopy (Sellers 1985). To prevent numerical instabilities, un = 0 when

the sunlit fraction is less than 1%.

The sunlit leaf area is illustrated in Figure 14 for horizontal G(pu) = Jp, random
2

G(1 a) = 0.5, and vertical G(pu) = - /1 - p,2 leaves. Horizontal leaves do not have

a zenith angle dependence to sunlit leaf area; the sunlit fraction of random and

vertical leaves increases as solar elevation angle (and p) increase (Figure 14a, 14c).

For low solar elevation angles (ga = 0.34), sunlit leaf area saturates at low leaf area

(Figure 14d). With. higher sun angles (,u = 0.87), more leaf area is illuminated in

the vertical and random canopies (Figure 14b).

The solar radiation absorbed by the vegetation in the visible waveband (<

0.7pm) is partitioned to sunlit and shaded leaves to calculate the average absorbed

photosynthetically active radiation for sunlit and shaded leaves. For fun > 0

ALL '
L

sun - (Satm J/is Ivis + fsunSatm Ivis I vis) L+

,sha -(fshaSatm Avis I vis) L+
Lsha

Figure 14. Sunlit leaf area of a broadleaf evergreen tree canopy with horizontal,

random, and vertical leaves. a) Sunlit fraction as a function of cosine zenith angle

for L=6. b) Sunlit leaf area as a function of leaf area index for t = 0.87. c) As in

(a) but for L=2. d) As in (b) but for pu = 0.34.
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These equations assume the sunlit leaves absorb the direct beam radiation. that all

leaves absorb diffuse radiation, and that leaves absorb of the radiation ab-
L+S

sorbed by the vegetation. Although more complicated models of sunlit and shaded

leaf radiation are available (Campbell 1977, Landsberg 1986), e.g., the leaf area

illuminated by diffuse radiation could be found by integrating LSUf with respect to

/1, the above equations are a reasonable approximation. If fsun = 0, all the radi-

ation is absorbed by the shaded leaves. This special condition is needed because

fsun= 0 if less than 1% of the canopy is sunlit, in which case direct beam radiation

that would otherwise be absorbed by the sunlit canopy needs to be included in the

shaded fraction.

3.2 Longwave Fluxes

The net longwave radiation (W m- 2 ) [positive towards the atmosphere] at the

surface is

L -Latm I +L T

where Latm l is the downward atmospheric longwave radiation and L T is the

upward longwave radiation (W m- 2). The radiative temperature is defined from

the upward longwave flux as

T ( L 'T)1/4
Trad = L

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W m - 2 K - 4 ) (Table 4).

For non-vegetated surfaces,

L = -ogLatm 1 +egTg4

where ag is the ground absorptivity, Eg is the ground emissivity, and Tg is the

ground temperature (K) (section 5). The upward longwave radiation is
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L T= (1 - (g)Lat.,m +c9T .

These equations allow for emissivity less than one, assuming absorptivity ecuals

emissivity and 1 - ag is reflected by the ground.

The net longwave radiation flux for vegetated surfaces is

L Lv+ Lg

where, with reference to Figure 12, the net radiation fluxes for vegetation and

ground (positive towards the atmosphere) are

L = ~-( (Latm +Lg ) + 2eaT4

=- v[1 + (1 - cv)(1 - ag)]Latm -avegaT 4 + eva[2 - av(1 - Cg)]T4

L g=- o=gLv +egCrT4

-= ~g( - cv)Latm I -agevOTv + E9aT .

Tv and Tg are the vegetation and ground temperatures (K) (section 5), c€ and

eg are the vegetation and ground emissivities, and cv and og are the vegetation

and ground absorptivities. The downward longwave radiation below the vegetation

canopy is

Lv = (1- cv)Latm +EvaT .

The upward longwave radiation from the ground is

Lg t= (1 - og)Lv I +goTg 4 .

The upward longwave radiation above the vegetation canopy is
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L T= (1 - a,)Lg T +IeaTT .

These equations allow for emissivities less than one, assuming absorptivity equals

emissivity, 1 - a, is transmitted through the canopy, and 1 - ag is reflected by the

ground.

The emissivity of the ground is eg = esoi(- fsno) + esnofsno, where fno is the

fraction of the ground covered by snow (section 8.2), Esno = 0.97 is the emissivity

of snow, and Esoi equals 0.96 for soil, 0.97 for glaciers, 0.97 for lakes, and 0.96 for

wetlands. The vegetation emissivity is ec = 1 - e-(L +S )/1 where L and S are the

one-sided leaf and stem area indices (section 1.3) and ft = 1 is the average inverse

optical depth for longwave radiation.
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4. Momentum, Sensible Heat, and Latent Heat Fluxes

The zonal r. and mieridional ry momentulm fluxes (kig il- s- 2 ), the sensible

heat flux H (W m- 2), the water vapor flux E (kg m- 2 s-l), and the latent heat

flux AE (W m- 2) between the atmosphere at reference height Zatm (m1) [with zonal

and meridional winds uatm and vtm (m s- 1), potential temperature 0atm (K), and

specific humidity qatm (kg kg- 1 )] and the surface [with Ut,, vs, 0s, and q,] are

(Ttatm - 2is)
Tx = -Patm

'am

(Vatm - Vs)
7y = -Patm

ram

-r _ , ^ (0atm-Ss)
H =-PatmCp

rah

(qatm - qs)
E - -Patm

raw

These fluxes are derived in the next section from Monin-Obukhov similarity theory

applied to the surface (i.e., constant flux) layer. In this derivation, us and v,

are defined to equal zero at height zom + d (the apparent sink for momentum)

so that ram is the aerodynamic resistance (s m - 1) for momentum between the

atmosphere at height Zatm and the surface at height zom + d. Likewise, As and qs

are defined at heights zoh + d and Zow + d (the apparent sinks for heat and water

vapor, respectively). Consequently, rah and raw are the aerodynamic resistance (s

m-'1 ) to sensible heat and water vapor transfer between the atmosphere at height

Zatm and the surface at heights zoh + d and Zow + d, respectively. The heat capacity

of air Cp (J kg-l K - 1) is a constant (Table 4). Although A, the latent heat of

vaporization or sublimation (J kg-'), depends on temperature, these values are

taken as constants (Table 4). The atmospheric potential temperature is
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= T 1 ( P )
Oatni -- ^atin I·( Pat in,

where Tat,, is the air temperature (K) at height -atil, Psif is the surface pressure

(Pa), Pat,, is the atmospheric pressure (Pa), and R is the gas constant (J kg-'

KI-) (Table 4). By definition 0s = Ts. The density of moist air (kg m - 3) is

Patm - 0.378eatm
Patm -

RTatm

where the vapor pressure eatm (Pa) at height Zatm is related to qatm as

0.622eatm
qatm =-Patm - 0. 3 7 8 eatm

4.1 Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory

Surface kinematic fluxes of momentum u'w' and v'w' (m2 s-2), sensible heat

0'w' (K m s-l), and latent heat q'w' (kg kg-' m s-l), where u', v', w', 0', and q'

are zonal horizontal wind, meridional horizontal wind, vertical velocity, potential

temperature, and specific humidity fluctuations about the mean, are defined from

Monin-Obukhov similarity theory applied to the surface (i.e., constant flux) layer,

as described by (Brutsaert 1982) and Arya (1988). This theory states that when

scaled appropriately, the dimensionaless mean horizontal wind, mean potential tem-

perature, and mean specific humidity profile gradients depend on unique functions
z-d

of 4= L as

k(z - d) Olul
U* z =

k(z - d) aO

qk dz q
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where u = \/t 2 + v2 , z is height in the surface layer (m), d is the displacement

height (m), k is the von Karman constant (Table 4), and L is the Monin-Obukhov

length scale (im). ¢m(C) 12(C) and Xw(C) are universal similarity functions that

relate the constant fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat to the mean

profile gradients of lul, 0, and q in the surface layer. The velocity t, (m s-1),

temperature 0. (K), and moisture q, (kg kg - 1) scales are

U*U*= /(u'w) 2 + (v'w')2 = I-
Patm

6t- = -O =w - H
Patm Cp

E
qu == -q'w' =--

Patm

where IT- is the shearing stress (kg m-l s- 2 ), with zonal and meridional components

u'w' = - ' and v'w' = - , respectively, H is the sensible heat flux (W m 2 ),
Patm Patm

E is the water vapor flux (kg m - 2 s-l), Patm is the density of air (kg m-3), and Cp

is heat capacity of air (J kg - 1 K- 1) (Table 4).

Accounting for the buoyancy effects of water vapor (p. 187 Arya 1988, p. 180

Stull 1988),

3
L -

v tm Patmrn C

where g is gravitational acceleration (m s-2) (Table 4), Hv is the virtual sensi-

ble heat flux (W m_2 ), and Tv atm is the virtual atmospheric temperature (K).

Tv atm can be approximated from atmospheric temperature and specific humidity

as Tv atm = Tatm(1+0.61qatm) (p. 53, Arya 1988). The virtual sensible heat flux can

be approximated as HV = H + 0.61Cp Tatm E (p. 187, Arya 1988). This definition

of L is the same as that used by Beljaars and Viterbo (1994). L > 0 indicates stable
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conditions. L < 0 indicates unstable conditions. L = oo for neutral conditions. A

practical range is 1 < ILl < 1000 (p. 158, Arya 1988).

OluI 00 a)
Integrating -, and -q between two arbitrary heights in the surface layer

z 2 and z1 (I 2 > Z1 ) with horizontal winds lull and |ul2, potential temperatures 01

and 02, and specific humidities ql and q2 results in

u12- lu = k -n -77 + ,m - )]
k 1z -d L L

0. (· 2 -c , /d\ _ _ , fl____

q2z -d L
02- 01 In -= k [ -2( +h[ ( - )

k zl2 - d L Lq2 - q1 = qkIn (2 d -d 0W (2- 2 + OW ( - )]

The functions ,'m((), 1Oh((), and Ow(() are defined as

= [1- m(X)] dxm(C)- o /~ da
Om /L Xx

h(~)-= jf [1 - h(~)] X
Jo^/L X

() L/z [1 - W(z)]d
Ow(C)= / dx

JoW/L X

where ZOm, ZOh, and zow are the roughness lengths (m) for momentum, sensible

heat, and water vapor, respectively.

Defining the surface values

lull = 0 at zl = ZOm + d,

01 = Os at z = ZOh + d, and

ql = qs at zl = zow + d,

and the atmospheric values at Z2 = Zatm
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|u|2 = |ulat, = \/tatl- + 'atl > 1

02 = 0 atim,, and

q2 = qatm,

the surface momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes are

lUllti, rn -- In . . tm- ....IZ kUlatm = Zm ) )

0 a 0 * L( Ztm - d) f atm -dOatm -s - In h

q* \ fZatm-d\ d Zatm -d
qatm-qs = k I ) - pw L - -j

k \ zow L

The constraint lulatm > 1 is required simply for numerical reasons to prevent H

and E from becoming small with small wind speeds.

Using the definitions of u*, 0*, and q*, these equations can be used to calculate

the surface momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes using atmospheric and

surface values for Jul, 0, and q except that L depends on u,, 0*, and q*. However,

the bulk Richardson .number

RB (,v atm -v s g(z - d)
RiB = U )- I 12

r vatm / [ulatm

where the subscript "v" indicates virtual temperature, is related to = Ztm as
L

RiB [In Zatm - d ) h(()] [ln (Zatm -d) m()]

B = ( ZOh m) -

and the inverse relationship C = f(RiB) can be used to calculate the surface fluxes

from surface and atmospheric values of Jul, 0, and q.

As discussed by Brutsaert (p.67, 1982)
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1 -(<MC()2 = L()C) = 10_() =6 for < 0 (unstable)

nl(C) = )h (C) = u(() = 1 + 5C for 0 < C < 1 (stable).

/zOm, ZOh, and o,,I are much smaller than L, and for practical purposes the lower

limits in the im, Ofh, and ow, integrations are replaced by zero (p. 70 Brutsaert

1982, p. 166 Arya 1988). Consequently, for unstable conditions (C < 0),

h(()=w(()=- C 21n(l + 2

m( 2=) =2 In l - 2tan-x + (

where x = (1 - 16()1/4. For stable conditions (0 < ( < 1)

Cm(() = bh(¢) = w(-) -5 (

The limit C < 1 is included because these equations are valid for only moderately

stable conditions, as discussed by Brutsaert (1982). These stability functions are

illustrated in Figure 15 for a range of (.

Figure 15. /m and "bh as a function of C.
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The momentum, sensible heat, and water vapor fluxes between the surface and

the atmosphere can also be written in the form

lUatm
T = -Patm

ram

Vatm
Ty - -Patm

ram

(Oatm - Os)
H = -PatmCp

rah

(qatm - qs)
E = -Patm

raw

where with ( = atm the aerodynamic resistances (s m-l) are
L

rm [ln(1 [i (Zatm - d-'ram In -

2at [In (atm -d) m((] [ln (Zatm - d )

rah =- k [in (Zatm-d) (()

=m1 [i (Zatm -d) ][ ( Z

raw =L In (C zao

k1a [ (Zatm-d) ] [i (Zatm-d)
^; | uatm ZOm ZOh

For numerical reasons, these resistances are > 1 s m- 1. The aerodynamic resistances

are related to the dimensionaless exchange coefficients as Cm = (ram Iulatm) 1, Ch

(rahlulatm)- 1, and Cw = (rawulatm) - 1. This definition of aerodynamic resistances

and exchange coefficients is the same as that in Beljaars and Viterbo (1994), except

that it excludes their free convection velocity scale w* in the calculation of IUlatm-
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It is useful to distinguish an "aerodynamic" temperature T, at height Zo,,. + d

in addition to the "surface" temperature (Ts = 0s) at height zo1 + d

Tp 0* O ,m f0
Ta - Ts = n

k z.Oh L
The difference between Zom and ZOh, compared to L, is small, and the term

Oh ( °L) 0. The term -In ( is defined as B- 1 and the excess resistance
\kL k ZOh}

needed to account for differences in zom and ZOh is B- 1 /u, (p. 248, Monteith and

Unsworth 1990). A typical value is B-l = 5.8 so that ZOh = 0.1 zom. However,

B- 1 may be > 20 (Beljaars and Holtslag 1991, Beljaars and Viterbo 1994).

A 2 m height "screen" temperature can be defined in a similar manner

-T2m - Ts =0* 2 +ZOh
k ZOh J

where for convenience, "2 m" is defined as 2 m above the apparent sink for sensible

heat.

4.2 Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes for Non- Vegetated Surfaces

Surfaces are considered to be non-vegetated for the surface flux and tempera-

ture calculations if leaf plus stem area L + S (section 1.3) equals zero. For these

surfaces, the surface temperature Ts is also the ground temperature Tg so that the

sensible heat flux (W m -2 ) is, with reference-to Figure 16,

H = -PatmCp (atm - T)
rah

With specific humidity approximated from pressure P and vapor pressure e as

q : 0.622e/P and defining the psychrometric constant (Pa K- 1) as y = CpPatm
0.622A '

the latent heat flux is

AE = PatmCp [eatm - e*(Tg)]
7 raw + rsrf
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of sensible heat fluxes for non-vegetated surfaces

(left) and vegetated surfaces (right).

Figure 17. Schematic diagram of latent heat fluxes for non-vegetated surfaces (top)

and vegetated surfaces (bottom).

where eatm is the vapor pressure (Pa) at height Zatm and e,(Tg) is the saturation

vapor pressure (Pa) at the ground temperature. This equation is similar to that in

previous section, but is derived, with reference to Figure 17, by assuming negligible

capacity to store water vapor so that

PatmCp [eatm - es] PatmCp [es - e*(Tg)]

7 raw 7 rsrf

and

[atm e*M(T 1 +1
es= [- + ---

raw rsrf raw rsrf

rsrf is a surface resistance (s m-l 1) that accounts for water vapor transfer between

the soil with vapor pressure e*(Tg) and the apparent sink for water vapor with a

vapor pressure e,. This surface resistance, which increases as the soil becomes drier,

is a linear combination of a resistance for the fraction of the ground covered by snow

fsno (section 8.2) and a soil resistance for 1- f-no

rsrf= 150fsno + (1 - fsno raw ( - e),srf = 150fsno + (1 - Jsno)
Pe
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3e is a dimensionaless factor that ranges from one when the soil is wet to zero when

the soil is dry

0 ( -opt d ) < r 1 for T1 > Tf
3e 0\opt - Odry -

0.01 for T1 < Tf J

where 01 is the water content of the first soil layer (section 8.4), 0opt is the optimal

water content for evapotranspiration (section 8.4.1), Odry is the water content when

evapotranspiration ceases (section 8.4.1), T1 is the temperature of the first soil layer

(section 6), and Tf is the freezing point (Table 4).

The roughness lengths used to calculate ram, rah, and raw are ZOm, ZOh, and

Zow, where ZOm = soi(l - fsno) + Z snofsno and Zoh = = Zome , as per

the definition of B - 1 . zo soi is 0.05 m for soil, glaciers, and wetlands; 0.001 m for

unfrozen lakes; and 0.04 m for frozen lakes. zo = 0.04 m. Currently, B - 1 - 0.

4.3 Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes for Vegetated Surfaces

In the more complicated case of a vegetated surface, H and AE are partitioned

into vegetation and ground fluxes that depend on vegetation T, and ground Tg

temperatures in addition to surface temperature Ts and vapor pressure e , .

Assuming the canopy air has negligible capacity to store heat, the sensible heat

flux H between the surface at height zoh + d and the atmosphere at height Zatm is

partitioned into vegetation and ground fluxes as

H = -PatmCp (-at -T) = Hv + Hg
rah

where, with reference to Figure 16,

Hv -Patm (Ts - -T) 2(L + S)
rb
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(Ts-T)
H9 = -Patml Cp )

L and S are the leaf and steim area indices (section 1.3). 'b is the average leaf bound-

ary layer resistance (s m-1 ) and -h is the aerodynamic resistance (s ml1 ) between

1 h 2(L + S)
the ground (Zolh) and d + zor. Defining the conductances c, = ( ) ,

?'ah ?'b
h 1

and ch -,
7 ah

Catm + ChTg + cT,

' Ch + C + Chea - 9

When this expression is substituted into H,, Hv is a function of Tg and Tv

h
Hv= -PatmCp[CaOatm + cgTg - (Ca + Cg cV+a Ch + ch + ch

a v

A similar expression can be found for Hg.

Assuming the canopy air has negligible capacity to store water vapor, the latent

heat flux AE between the surface at height zow + d and the atmosphere at height

Zatm is partitioned into vegetation and ground fluxes as

AE - PatmCp (eatm - es) E + E

-y raw

This equation, which uses vapor pressure (eatm, es [Pa]) rather than specific hu-

midity (qatm, qs), is the same as that derived in section 4.1 noting that the specific
Cp Patm

humidity is approximated as q e 0.622e/P and defining y = C p6at The latent
0.622A '

heat flux for vegetation is, with reference to Figure 17,

= -PatmCp f /L \ ( Lsun + sha

- [wet \Tfb + rsun b+ sha'

7Ev [ () rib --- ~[w i ) + (1 - rbw et ) (fT + r b S

where e*(Tv) is the saturation vapor pressure (Pa) at Tv, LSUn and Lsha are the

sunlit and shaded leaf area indices (section 3.1), and rsun and rha are the sunlit and· ' 1-~s 7-
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shaded stomatal resistances (s m-1) (section 9.1). The terms in brackets represent

evaporation of intercepted water from the wetted fraction of the canopy .fvet (section

8.1), transpiration from sunlit leaves, and transpiration from shaded leaves. The

ground latent heat flux is, with reference to Figure 17,

Eg PatmOp [es - e* (T)]AE9 = - - !
tY ?aw + Tsrf

where e*(Tg) is the saturation vapor pressure (Pa) at Tg, r'T, is the aerodynamic

resistance between the ground (ZOw) and d + zow, and rsrf is the same as in sec-

tion 4.2, but using r' instead of raw. Similar to Ts, the conductances ca -,
arw I a ~~~~raw

w fwet(L + S) ( 1 f ) ( -LSU + b ha> +Ce ^ --- *e t)= ( 1 ^ lS + a nd c w T,
?xb T sun + sha , ad c -

are defined so that

Caweatm + c 'e*(Tg) + [c' + c + ]e(Tv)

sct I + [ce + c] + cg

Substituting in es, XE, as a function of e*(Tg) and e*(Tv) is

AEv -_PatmCp [ca eatm + Cw e ,(Tg) [Ca + cge ] + Ct- LCa 9 ( a + je*(TV)] Jc ) + C

A similar expression can be found for AEg.

ZOm and d, the roughness length for momentum and the displacement height,

which are used to calculate ram, rah, and raw (section 4.1), vary with leaf and

stem area and canopy height (Brutsaert 1982, Raupach 1994). Currently, ZOm

and d vary with vegetation type (Table 12) rather than vegetation structure.
-kB-1ZOh = Zow = zome - , as per the definition of B-1. Currently, B - 1 = 0 so

ZOh = ZOw = ZOm.
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Table 12. Vegetation dependent aerodynamic parlalneters (Bonan 1994)

Plant Type zon1 d B 1 a

(mI) (nm)

needleleaf evergreen tree 0.94 11.39 0. 3

needleleaf deciduous tree 0.77 9.38 0. 3

broadleaf evergreen tree 2.62 23.45 0. 3

broadleaf deciduous tree 1.10 13.40 0. 3

tropical seasonal tree 0.99 12.06 0. 3

C 3 grass 0.06 0.34 0. 3

evergreen shrub 0.06 0.34 0. 3

deciduous shrub 0.06 0.34 0. 3

arctic deciduous shrub 0.06 0.34 0. 3

arctic grass 0.06 0.34 0. 3

crop 0.06 0.34 0. 3

C4 grass 0.06 0.34 0. 3

The aerodynamic resistances to sensible heat and latent heat transfer within

the canopy rh and r , respectively, and the bulk leaf boundary layer resistance rb

are from Choudhury and Monteith (1988). The aerodynamic resistance to sensible
d2 z

heat transfer between two heights Z2 and z1 can be derived as Kh d where
J 1 Kh(z)'

Kh(z) = ku(z - d)h~1 is the eddy diffusivity (m 2 s - 1) for heat (Thom 1975). If

Kh(z) has an exponential profile within the canopy similar to KIm(z)

Kh(Z) = Kh(ztop)e-a(l- / t )

where ztop is the top of the canopy (m) (section 1.2) and a is an empirical parameter

(Table 12), then the aerodynamic resistance to sensible heat transfer in the canopy

between the ground temperature Tg at height Z'h, where Zh is the ground roughness
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length (section 4.2), and the surface temperature Ts at height zoih + d is

r Oh+d dI t1 a/l = °d -t= f(l- d /op ) e( l-(1o+d)/ztoP)]
~

l T^ ^ a~rc,(^op) aKIJ -top
-o It

-tt = th because the roughness lengths for sensible heat and water vapor are

identical. Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) used the same derivation for their aero-

dynamic resistances. The leaf boundary layer conductance gb (m s - 1) depends on

leaf dimension dleaf (m) (Table 7) and wind speed lul(z) (m so 1) at height z as

gb(z) = 0.01 I.z
dleaf

The wind profile within the canopy consistent with an exponential IKm(z) profile is

lul(z)= lul(Ztop)e-a(l-z/ztop)

Integrating gb(z) over height in the canopy,

1 _ J t gb(z)dz_ 0.02 |u!(Ztop) e-a/2]

rb t dz ad dleaf

The use of "K-theory" within the canopy is a major assumption that simplifies

the surface flux parameterizations. Brutsaert (pp. 97-110, 1982) provides a thor-

ough discussion of transfer processes within the canopy. He notes: an exponential

profile to lul(z) is widely used (p. 101); although a varies with canopy density and

type a general value is a = 3 (p. 102); and eddy diffusivity profiles for scalars are

similar to that of momentum (p. 105). Landsberg (p. 61, 1986) also notes that

a = 3 is a general value that gives "reasonable" results. Because of these sim-

plifications and because the atmospheric stability corrections are computationally

expensive, the effects of atmospheric stability are ignored when calculating the wind
(Zttop - d

Iu|(ztop) = - In ( a-P ) and eddy diffusivity Kh(ztop) = ku.(ztop - d) at the

top of the canopy.
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5. Vegetation and Ground Temperatures

In the simple case of non-vegetated surfaces, the net longwave radiative flux

L (W m - 2) (section 3.2), the sensible heat flux H (W m-2 ) (section 4.2), and

the latent heat flux AE (W m- 2 ) (section 4.2) depend on the ground temperature

Tg. With the soil heat flux G (W m - 2 ) also a function of Tg, surface fluxes and

temperatures are calculated by finding Tg that balances the energy budget

-Sg + L (Tg) + H(Tg) + AE(Tg) + G(Tg) + M= 0

S g is the net solar radiation (W m-2 ) at the ground (section 3.1). L, H, and AE

(positive towards the atmosphere) are by definition the ground surface fluxes. G

(positive into the soil) is (cf. section 6)

2k,
G= (z(T -TO)

where 1k is the thermal conductivity (W m- 1 K-1), Az1 is the thickness (m), and

T1 is the temperature (K) of the first soil/lake/snow layer (section 6). M is the

snow melt heat flux (W m- 2 ).

In the more complicated case of a vegetated surface, L, H and AE are par-

titioned into vegetation and ground fluxes so that L = L + Lg (section 3.2),

H = H, +Hg (section 4.3), and AE = AXE +XEg (section 4.3), where the subscripts

"v" and "g" indicate vegetation and ground, respectively. These fluxes depend on

vegetation T, and ground Tg temperatures which are determined as the tempera-

tures that balance the canopy and ground energy budgets

-S v + L t(T, Tg) + Hv(T, Tg) + AEv(Tv,Tg) 0

-Sg + Lg(Tv, Tg) + Hg(Tv,Tg) + AEg(T, Tg) + G(Tg) + M =0
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where S , and S 9 are the solar radiation (W in - 2 ) absorbed by vegetation and

ground (section 3.1).

After the ground temperature has been calculated, the snow melts when, as

in Bonan (1994), Tg is greater than the freezing temperature Tf (Table 4). In this

case, Tg = Tf and the ground fluxes L g, Hg, Eg are re-evaluated with Tg = Tf.

If the energy inbalance is positive (i.e., there is a flux of heat into the snow and/or

soil), snow melt M (W m - 2 ) is

-- 7^ 77 \J^ <^WsnohfusM= Sg L gHg- AEg < p

where Wsno is the mass of snow water (kg m -2 ) (section 8.2), lhfu is the latent

heat of fusion (J kg-1 ) (Table 4), and At is the time step (seconds). This equation

limits snow melt to be less than or equal to the amount of snow on the ground.

Any excess energy is used to warm the soil.

Saturation vapor pressure e*(T) (Pa) as a function of temperature T (°C) and
de, (T)

dT ) are calculated using Lowe's (1977) polynomials
dT

100[ao + T(ai + T(a 2 + T(a3 + T(a4 + T(a 5 + Ta 6 )))))]

where the coefficients ao to a6 vary for saturation vapor pressure with reference to

water or ice (Tables 13 and 14). These equations are valid for -50°C < T < 50°C.
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Table 13. Coefficients for e*(T)

water ice

6.107799961

4.436518521 x 10-1

1.428945805 x 10-2

2.650648471 x 10- 4

3.031240396 x 10 - 6

2.034080948 x 10- 8

6.136820929 x 10-11

6.109177956

5.034698970 x 10-1

1.886013408 x 10-2

4.176223716 x 10- 4

5.824720280 x 10- 6

4.838803174 x 10- 8

1.838826904 x 10- 1 0

Table 14. Coefficients for de
dT

water ice

4.438099984 x 10-1

2.857002636 x 10- 2

7.938054040 x 10- 4

1.215215065 x 10- 5

1.036561403 x 10- 7

3.532421810 x 10- 1 0

-7.090244804 x 10-13

5.030305237 x 10-1

3.773255020 x 10-2

1.267995369 x 10- 3

2.477563108 x 10- 5

3.005693132 x 10- 7

2.158542548 x 10- 9

7.131097725 x 10-12
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5.1 Non- Vegetated Surfaces

With Sg (section 3.1) a constant and L (section 3.2), H (section 4.2), AE

(section 4.2), and G each a function of T., the ground temperature that balances

the surface energy budget is found by iteratively solving the equation

-^ (O I0L OH OAE OG
-Sg+L+H+AE+G+ [9 + + + aG }TgO0

OTg OTg OTg aTg

where ATg = Tg+l - Tn and the superscript "n" indicates the iteration.

The partial derivatives are

o L
= 4eg7T3

9H PatmCp

aTg Tah

OAE PatmCp de*(Tg)

aTg 7(aw + rsrf) dT

OG 2kl
OTg Az

Orah Oraw
Because the partial derivatives -T and a cannot be determined analytically

Zatm -d
(section 4.1), the iterative temperature calculation begins with C = L from

the previous time step. Subsequent values for am, 'lh, and Pw are one-half the values

of the previous iteration and the current iteration. If C changes sign more than four

times during the temperature iteration, C = 0. This prevents "flip-flopping" between

stable and unstable conditions.

Typical values for these partial derivatives can be compared to determine the

sensitivity of the energy fluxes to changes in Tg and vice versa. At 25 °C, - 5.
OTg
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OH
OTg ranges fromn 100 for unstable conditions (rah = 10) to 10 for stable coil(litiols
OTg

('a, = 100). O varies greatly with /e. For a wet soil (/3 = 1.0), at 25
O Tg 1OTg

°C ranges from 300 for unstable conditions (raw = 10) to 30 for stable conditions
OAE

(raw = 100). With 3e = 0.5 (i.e., for a drier soil), T ranges from 150 for unstable

conditions to 15 for stable conditions. With a very dry soil (/3e = 0.1), approximate
oG

values are 30 and 3, respectively. , ranges from 20 to 40 for a typical range of kl.
OT9

Thus, a unit change in Tg has the greatest effect on sensible heat flux and latent heat

flux (wet soils) when the atmosphere is unstable. When the atmosphere is stable,
OH OAE OG
OTg and are reduced by an order of magnitude. Under these conditions, OT

can be the dominant term.

5.2 Vegetated Surfaces

The fluxes and temperatures for vegetated surfaces are more complex than

those of bare ground because of the inclusion of vegetation T, and ground Tg tem-

peratures, which are different from the surface temperature To, and the need to

parameterize both vegetation and ground fluxes. The surface energy budgets for

the canopy and the ground are nonlinear functions of T, and Tg. Newton-Raphson

iteration for nonlinear system of equations can be used to simultaneously solve for

Tv and Tg that balance the energy budgets (e.g., Bonan 1994), but the convergence

is poor. Instead, the temperature calculations are divided into two parts.

5.2.1 Vegetation Temperature

Using Tg from the previous time step and the fluxes S, (section 3.1), Lv

(section 3.2), Hv (section 4.3), and AXE (section 4.3), the vegetation temperature

that balances the canopy energy budget is found by iteratively solving the equation

-Sv- -+ L+ Hv + AE + ( + + ATdTv dT, dT,
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where ATT, = T',"+l -T,' and the superscript "n" indicates the iteration. Tie partial

derivatives are

0L, = 4e,,J[2 - a,(l - a )]T,3OTV

h

PatmCp (C + C ) ca 9 h +h) th +

9AEv PatmCp(cw+ ) Ce +c + de.(T)
OTr c a 9 cW + (CW + CW) + CW dT

&rah rndraw
The partial derivatives and w, which cannot be determined analytically

D9TV &9TV
o vn aAZ

(section 4.1), are ignored for - and . Instead, the stability factors V),b, Vah,

and o,, are weighted for previous iterations as in non-vegetated surfaces.

In calculating e, and AEv (section 4.3), the evaporation of intercepted water

Ev( - )At should be constrained to be less than or equal to the amount

of intercepted water. However, this adds additional complexity to the iterative

temperature calculation, and for convenience this constraint is not included. Rather,

intercepted water is.allowed to be less than zero (section 8.1).

Typical values for these partial derivatives can be compared to determine the

sensitivity of the energy fluxes to T, and vice versa. For convenience, temperature

dependent fluxes are evaluated at 25 °C and the ground conductances are ignored

*H " O9AE O L
when calculating T- and Tv. 10. A typical vegetation conductance

d5TV aTV aTv
aOH

for sensible heat is ch = 0.6, so that a ranges from 100 for unstable conditions

&AEV
(rah = 10) to 10 for stable conditions (rah = 100). V varies greatly withaTV
vegetated conductances. With a wet canopy (fwet = 1), a typical conductance is

cW = 0.3 and TAE v at 25 °C ranges from 200 for unstable conditions (raw = 10)
e aTy

to 30 for stable conditions (raw = 100). With a dry canopy (fwet = 0), typical
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conductances are c"' = 0.02 for unstressed vegetation and ct" = 0.002 for stressed
OAEV

vegetation. For unstressed vegetation, OT at 25 °C ranges from 50 for unstable

conditions to 20 for stable conditions. For stressed vegetation, OA 5 regardless
OT71

of stability. Thus, a unit change in Tv has the greatest effect on sensible heat flux and

evaporation of intercepted water when the atmosphere is unstable. When stable,

evaporation of intercepted water and transpiration from unstressed vegetation are

the dominant terms. However, stressed vegetation is more common, in which case

all fluxes are roughly equally sensitive to a unit change in T,.

5.2.2 Ground Temperature

With Tv known, Ts and e, are calculated. Then, using the fluxes S 9 (section

3.1), Lg (section 3.2), Hg (section 4.3), AEg (section 4.3), and G, the ground

temperature that balances the ground surface energy budget is found by iteratively

solving the equation

-S + Lg+Hg+AEg+G+ (+ AT =0- a L Tg T g 0+(aTg g=0

where ATg = Tgn+l-Tg and the superscript "n" indicates the iteration. The partial

derivatives are

L = 4eg rT3

9Tg 9 9

&Hg _ PatmCp
aTg rh

AEg _ patmCp de*(Tg)

aTg -y(ra,w + rsrf) dT

OG 2kl

aTg Azi
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6. Soil Temperatures

With the heat flux F= (V m - 2) at depth z equal to

dT
F =-k -

az

one-dimensional energy conservation requires

9T O 9F~ _ & [OT]
PCt - aFz za aTj

where pc is the volumetric soil heat capacity (J m- 3 K-1), T is the soil temperature

(K), and k is the thermal conductivity (W m- 1 K- 1 ). This equation is solved

numerically to calculate soil temperatures for a six-layer soil with the boundary

conditions of G, adjusted for snow melt (section 5), as the heat flux into the soil

column and zero heat flux at the bottom of the soil column.

6.1 Numerical Solution

The soil column is discretized into six layers with thickness Azi of 0.10, 0.20,

0.40, 0.80, 1.60, and 3.20 m. Thermal properties (i.e., temperature Ti [K]; thermal

conductivity ki [W m - 1 K-1]; volumetric heat capacity ci [J m - 3 K- 1]) are defined

at the center of each layer (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Schematic diagram of the multi-layer soil profile. Thermal properties

(temperature Ti, thermal conductivity ki, volumetric heat capacity ci) are defined

at the center (depth zi) of a layer with thickness Azi. The hydraulic properties

(volumetric water content ,i. hydraulic conductivity ki, and matrix potential pi)

are also defined at depth zi.
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Azl=0.10m ---- T k I c -- 0 k, -----Tk.------
Az2=0.20m --- T 2 k 2 2 --- 0 2k22----

Az3=0.40m ------ T3 k3 3 ------- 0 k3 -----------

Az4=0.80m ------- T 4 k 4 4 ------- 4k4 ------

Az 5=1.60m ----- Tskc ---5k-- ----

Az6=3.20m ---- T k c - --- 06k6 /6 ----
T6 k6 .6

z- Z-0.05 m

-- Z2=0.20 m

- z3=0.50 m

-- z 4=1.10m

Z, 5=2.30 m

-Z6=4.70m

Figure 18



The heat flux Fi (W m - 2) from layer i to layer i + 1 is

Fi=- -
m2k 2ki+l

which is derived, with reference to Figure 18, assuming the heat flux from i (depth

Zi) to the interface between i and i + 1 (depth zi + 0.5Azi) equals the heat flux from

the interface to i + 1 (depth zi+l), i.e.,

/Ti - TM fTm - T;
Ti-Tm) = (Tm-Ti+l

Az i - - 1I + V V

where Tm is the interface temperature.

The energy balance for the ith layer is

ciAz (Tn+l -T) =-Fi_l + F
At

where the superscripts n and n + 1 indicate values at the beginning and end of the

time step, respectively, and At is the time step (seconds). This equation is solved

using the Crank-Nicholson method, which combines the explicit method with fluxes

evaluated at n (F-i?, Fan) and the implict method with fluxes evaluated at n + 1

(F\+, F? + ~1 )

c(Azi+ (Tn+ T1) =Ci(Tl+1 -T^) = (-Fi-l + F? - F) + F 1)

resulting in a tridiagonal system of equations

ri = aiTi+l1 + biT + l1 + cT+l 1 .

In the following derivation of ri, ai, bi, and ci, the variables mi, m2, and m 3

are defined as
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Azi- A-i

ki- 1 ki

/- i - i +A1
ki ki+l

A t
7713 -

For the first soil layer i = 1, Fil = -G, where G is the heat flux into the soil

(positive into the soil). The resulting equations are

CiAZi (+1 _ (T- i++T "-i+lCZ(Tin(lT1 -= T )in +G ( - Tn+nl_ )1
'At ) - ( Ti +

ai 0

bi = 1 + 3
m2

m3
Ci =--

m2

The boundary condition at the bottom of the soil column is zero heat flux, F = 0,

resulting in for i = 6

Ci^Zi n+l n)
z (T i - i )-At

Tin 1 - + T1+ 1 T n+l1 + .-l
Azi- +^z i
ki-i ki

+ (Trnl -i T)m_3

-mm3
ai =- m

ml
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= 1 + 773
bi-l+

Ci = 0 .

For the other soil layers, 1 < i < 5,

C Zit (rTnl _ Tn) _
At i i -

Tn T~n Tn 1 n~+1 ) n - n Tnn$- n+l)
(Ti-i 2 ;+1 k T+i

Azi- 1 + I a Azi+
ki-i ki ki ki+l

(T ) m3 -(T? _T )r i = Tin + (Tin 1- T i ) - i ~ i +l )m

n3
ai -

ml

+ 3 m 3
.bi-l1+ ....- 2

ml m2

m3
Ci -

m2

This solution conserves energy as ( ci Ti)=G.
At (TT'+l-T)-G.i

6.2 Thermal Properties

An apparent heat capacity, in which the latent heat of freezing and thawing is

added to the heat capacity over the temperature range Tf ±0.5K, is used to account

for phase change (pp. 503-505, Lunardini 1981). The apparent heat capacity c (J

m- 3 K-1) over the temperature range Tf ± 0.5K is

rTf
2c\AT= I

JTf-AT

fTf +AT

cfdT+L+ IT
I'~JTo
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where AT = 0.5K, Tf is the freezing point (Table 4), Cf and c,, are the frozen

and unfrozen volumetric heat capacities (J m- 3 K;-), respectively, and L is the

volumetric latent heat (J m-3).

The soil heat capacity for the ith layer is therefore

c, for Ti > Tf + AT

ci c 2U +2 T for Tf/-AT<Ti < Tf + AT
2 2AT

Cf for Ti < Tf - AT

Li = OihfsPw where /i is the volumetric soil water content (mm3 mm - 3 ) of the it h

soil layer (section 8.4), hfus is the latent heat of fusion of water (J kg-l) (Table 4),

and Pw is the density of water (kg m-3 ) (Table 4). The unfrozen and frozen soil

heat capacities vary linearly with soil water

Cu = (1 -Osat)Cs + CwOi

Cf = (1 -- sat)Cs + Ci0i

where c, and ci are the heat capacities of water and ice, respectively, (Table 4), c,

is the heat capacity of soil solids, Oi is the volumetric water content of the ith soil

layer (section 8.4), and Osat is the volumetric water content at saturation (porosity)

(section 8.4.1). For glaciers and wetlands, Oi = sat = 1 so that cu = c, and Cf = Ci.

Thermal conductivity is a blend of frozen and unfrozen values over the tem-

perature range Tf ± 0.5K, as recommended by Lunardini (1981)

ku for Ti > Tf + AT

ki = kf + k [Ti - T+ AT] for T - AT < Ti < Tf + AT

kf for Ti < Tf - AT

The unfrozen k, and frozen kf thermal conductivities (W m - 1 K - 1) are calculated

from Farouki (1981)
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[iSL o.·) 0; -0.15 ]
B8Osat

kl. = [kgl°t)1k -0 0151 - + 0.15

kf= [ Osat)ki - 0.15 0.15i sat0.15

where k, and ki are the thermal conductivities of water and ice, respectively, (Table

4) and ks is the thermal conductivity of soil solids. For glaciers and wetlands, where

Oi = Osat = 1, ku = kw and kf = ki.

The heat capacity and thermal conductivity of soil solids vary with soil texture

= 2.128 %sand + 2.385 %clay
Cs = %sand + %clay 10

8.80 %sand + 2.92 %clay
ks= %sand + %clay

Thermal properties for sand, loam, and clay soils are shown in Table 15. These are

similar to those used by Bonan (1994, 1995a, 1995b) in earlier model versions.

When snow is on the ground, it's thermal properties are blended with the first

soil layer to create a snow/soil layer with a thickness Azl + zsno, where Zsn, is the

depth (m) of snow on the ground (section 8.2). The thermal conductivity and heat

capacity of this layer are

kCsnoksoi(Az + Zsno)kl-
ksnoAZ1 + ksoiZsno

CsnoCsoi(AZl + Zsno)

CsnoAZ1l + CsoiZsno

where the subscripts "sno" and "soi" indicate values for snow and soil respectively.

Rather than allowing for changes with bulk density and depth, ksno = 0.34 W m - 1

K- 1 and csno = 0.525 x 106 J m- 3 K-1 are constants. The snow height used for this

blended layer is constrained to < 1 m. This blended snow and soil layer is also used
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to calculate the soil heat flux for the surface temperature calculations (section 5).

This avoids the problem of multi-layer heat transfer in snow (e.g.., Goodrich 1982)

while accounting for the insulating effects of snow on soil temperature (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Soil temperature as a function of depth for five soil columns with snow

depths of 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 cm. Soil temperatures were initialized to 2 °C.

Thermal properties of the soil were kf = 2.326 W m - 1 K - 1, k, = 1.861 W m - 1

K- 1, Cf = 1.967 MJ m - 3 K- 1, cU = 2.862 MJ m- 3 K- 1, and L = 110.5 MJ m- 3.

Results are for a 100 day simulation with the surface temperature set to -10 0C.

Deeper snow resulted in warmer soil temperatures, which is consistent with results

from Goodrich (1982). Conversely, in the spring as air temperature warms, the

presence of snow inhibits soil warming.

Table 15. Thermal and hydraulic properties for sand, loam, and clay soils

Texture

Parameter Sand Loam Clay

sand (%) 92 43 22
clay (%) 3 18 58

k, (W m- 1 K- 1) 8.61 7.06 4.54

Cs (MJ m- 3 K- 1 ) 2.14 2.20 2.31

b 3.39 5.77 12.13

ksat (mm s- 1) 0.0236 0.0042 0.0020

V1 sat (mm) -47 -207 -391
0sat 0.373 0.435 0.461
0 opt 0.034 0.138 0.281

Odry 0.028 0.122 0.266
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6.3 Accuracy of Solution

The accuracy of this numerical method was evaluated by comparing the nu-

merical solution to Neumann's analytical solution for the following problem:

initial soil temperatures = 2°C

surface temperature = -10°C

c, = 2.862 MJ m - 3 I- 1

Cf = 1.967 MJ m-3 K- 1

k = 1.861 W m- 1 K- 1

kf = 2.326 W m- 1 K- 1

L 110.5 MJ m - 3

Temperatures T(z) (°C) at depth z (cm) after t hours are (Jumikis 1966)

T(z) = T.s I-e 2
erf [2V5

for z < zf and

1 -erf [2-]
T(z) =To 1- -erf[2

for z > Zf, where zf = mV/t is the frost penetration depth (cm) after t hours,

m = 3.6, au and af are the unfrozen and frozen thermal diffusivities () in units
C

of cm 2 hr - 1, and To and T8 are the initial soil temperature and surface temperature,
2 / x 2

respectively. The error function is erf(x) = J/ e- dt.

The numerical solution using the apparent heat capacity method to account

for phase change compares favorably with the Neumann solution for a 63-layer

soil with Azi = 0.10 m (Figure 20). Without phase change (i.e., L = 0), the

soil temperatures cool too much. For the six-layer soil, the numerical solution

captures the general features of the Neumann solution (Figure 21). However, soil
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temperatures for a given layer decrease rapidly after the layer or deeper layers have

undergone phase change and remain constant while deeper layers undergo phase

change (i.e., T- = ±0.5°C). This results in a "blocky" temperature time-series.

This problem diminishes as the soil layers become thinner, but is still apparent

for Az- = 0.10 m (Figure 20). Bonan (1991b) found that a 25-layer soil produces

results similar to those found with the 63-layer soil. In practice, a 14-layer soil

is also reasonable. However, these are computationally expensive because the soil

hydrology uses the same soil layers. Although the apparent heat capacity method

is deficient for the 6-layer soil, the solution is better than ignoring phase change

(Figure 21) and avoids the costly iteration required of other methods (Goodrich

1978, Lunardini 1981).

Figure 20. Soil temperatures at six depths for a 63-layer soil column with Azi =10

cm. Results are for the numerical method with phase change and without phase

change (L = 0) and for the Neumann solution. Soil temperatures were initialized

to 2 °C. Thermal properties of the soil were kf = 2.326 W m - 1 K - 1, ku = 1.861

W m- 1 K- 1, Cf = 1.967 MJ m-3 K- 1, cu = 2.862 MJ m-3 K- 1, and L = 110.5

MJ m-3 . Results are for 200 days with the surface temperature set to -10 °C.
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7. Lake Temperatures

Lake temperatures are calculated from a one-dimensional thermal stratification

model, based on the lake models of Henderson-Sellers (1985, 1986) and Hostetler

and Bartlein (1990) and the coupled lake-atmosphere model of Hostetler et al.

(1993, 1994). Bonan (1995b) provides justification for many of the assumptions

and documents the effects of lakes on climate. Assuming constant cross-sectional

area with depth,

OT a_ [T I do$
at az [(am + 9 z> ] cw dz

where T is lake temperature (K), rKm = kl/c and /ie are the molecular and eddy

diffusion coefficients (m 2 s- 1), kw is the thermal conductivity of water (W m-l 1

I(-1) (Table 4), cw is the heat capacity of water (J m-3 I(-1) (Table 4), and (b is a

solar radiation heat source term (W m- 2 ). Similar to soils, this equation is solved

numerically to calculate temperatures for six-layer deep and shallow lakes with the

boundary conditions of zero heat flux at the bottom and the net flux of energy at

the surface Fo (W m -2 )

Fo = S - ( Lg + Hg + Eg+M)

where S g is the solar radiation absorbed by the lake (W m -2 ) (section 3.1), Lg

is the net longwave radiation (W m-2 ) (section 3.2), Hg is the sensible heat flux

(W m- 2 ) (section 4.2), AEg is the latent heat flux (W m-2 ) (section 4.2), and M

is snow melt (W m -2 ) (section 5). / is the fraction of Sg absorbed in the surface

layer.

Deep and shallow lakes differ in total depth. Deep lakes are 50 m deep, with

layer thicknesses Azi of 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, and 20 m. Shallow lakes are 10 m deep, with

layer thicknesses Azi of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 2.5 m. Shallow lakes also differ
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firom deep lakes in that K.e = 0 and there is no convective mixinlg. This means that

shallow lake temperatures are the same as that for soil using thermal conductivity

and heat capacity of water (kT, ctV) and allowing for absorption of solar radiation

with depth.

The numerical implementation of the lake model is similar to that for soil. The

energy conservation equation for layers 1 < i < 5 is

Tn+l - Tn _

(n + T +n l Tin - Ti + Tn+ - T++ll - 1( +71+1 Tt/7713 _i -T + 2 2

ml n 2 Cw J

where

Azi- 1 Az
rn 1 = +

Km + /e,i-1 Cm + Ke,i

m Azi Azi+l22 - +
Kim i+ e,i Km + Ke,i+l

At
m3 -- zi'

Az-

For the first layer i = 1,

Tin+l _ Tn =m3 (F T0 n - Tn + Tmn + l - T ,+l -
Cw 72M2 CW

For bottom layer i = 6,

7Tn+n _ m 3 Tl .S-nl + ¢ 2 2- 2/

=i CWu

ai, bi, and ci for the tridiagonal system of equations are defined as for soil (section

6.1), but
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, 113- (Tir - il ) forl i 1
O, ~ ~i-n3 -+ m2a

Tri = Ti" +- 2 m 3 + (Tin l -T) 3 -(Tm n- 3for 1 <i < 5 .

(TL- - Tt)i for i = 6

The eddy diffusion coefficient ke,i (m 2 s-1) for shallow lakes is zero. For deep

lakes,

kw* zi e-k*z
Po (1 + 37R2?)

where k is the von Karman constant (Table 4), Po = 1 is the neutral value of the

turbulent Prandtl number, zi is depth (m), the surface friction velocity (m s-1)

is w* = 0.0012u 2, and k* varies with latitude b as k* = 6.6 / sin0lu2 1 8 4 . As

in Hostetler and Bartlein (1990), 2 m wind speed u 2 (m s - ) is used to eval-

uate w* and k* rather than the 10 m wind used by Henderson-Sellers (1985).

U2 = ln (--) > 1, where ZOm is the roughness length for momentum (m) (sec-

tion 4.2) and u* is the friction velocity (m s-l) (section 4.1). The Richardson

number is

40N2 k2 z2

-1 + 1- w exp(-2k*zi )

Ri ---- 20
20

N2 = z -, where g is the acceleration due to gravity (m s- 2) (Table 4), pi is the
Pi OZ

density of water (kg m-3 ), and ap is approximated as Pi+l i . The density of
dz Zi+1 - Zi

water is, as in Hostetler and Bartlein (1990),

pi (1 - 1.9549 x 10-5Ti - 27711.68)1000.

ke,i =0 if the lake is frozen.
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0/i_ and bi+ i are the solar radiation fluxes (W m - 2 ) at the top (: = Zi-.!\)

and bottom (, = -i + 2.Ai) of the it h layer. For z > Za, where Za is the base of the

surface absorption layer, the solar radiation at depth z is (Henderson-Sellers 1986)

() = (1 - 3)SS 9 e-(

where i7 is the light extinction coefficient for water and Za is the base of the surface

absorption layer. Henderson-Sellers (1986) noted that Za x 0.6 m and that r77 ranges

from 0.05 for clear water to 1.0 for turbid water. For this version of the land surface

model, these parameters are globally uniform, depending only on whether the lake is

deep or shallow. For deep lakes, Za = 0.6 m, 40% of the solar radiation is absorbed

in the surface layer (3 = 0.4), and 7r = 0.1 so that the lakes absorb 99% of S .

For shallow lakes, Za = 0.5 m (i.e., the bottom of the first layer), 3 = 0.4, and

77 = 0.5 so that the. lakes absorb 99% of S 9. This heat source term is applied only

to unfrozen lakes. When the lake is frozen, all the solar radiation is absorbed in the

surface layer.

Convective mixing in deep lakes occurs using the same scheme as in Hostetler

et al.'s (1993, 1994) coupled lake-atmosphere model. Unfrozen lakes overturn when

pi > -P+i, in which case the average temperature for layers 1 to i + 1 is applied to

layers 1 to i+1 and the densities are updated. This scheme is applied iteratively to

layers 1 through 5.

This solution conserves energy as

CW (T n+ - Tin) = Fo + E i - i+
i i
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8. Hydrology

The model parameterizes interception, throughfall, snow accumulation and

melt, infiltration, surface runoff, sub-surface drainage, and redistribution within

the soil column to simulate canopy water HWcani snow water IVsno, and soil water

Aiazi, where Oi is the volumetric soil water content (mm 3 mm - 3 ) and Azi is

the soil thickness (mm) (Figure 22). All fluxes and pools of water are in units of kg

H 2 0 m -2 = mm H 2 0. Fluxes are positive towards the atmosphere.

For non-irrigated soils, the total water balance of the system is

AWVcan + AWsno + AiAzi = (qprc + qprcc - Ev - Eg - qover - qcrai)At

i

where At is the time step (seconds) and qprcl is large-scale precipitation, qprcc is con-

vective precipitation, E, is vegetation evapotranspiration (section 4), Eg is ground

evaporation (section 4), qOver is surface runoff, i.e., overland flow (section 8.3), and

qdrai is sub-surface drainage (section 8.4), all in units of mm s- 1. "Soils" are kept

"saturated" (i.e., 0 = 1) for glaciers, lakes, and wetlands. For these surfaces, qdrai
Osat

and Cqver equal zero. Also, some crops are "irrigated" during the growing season.

Consequently, total water is conserved only for non-irrigated soils.

Figure 22. Schematic diagram of the water fluxes.

Latent heat fluxes (W m-2) are converted to water fluxes (mm s-1) using the latent

heat of vaporization (J kg-1 ) (Table 4) for vegetation T, or ground T g temperatures

greater than freezing Tf (Table 4) and the latent heat of sublimation (J kg- 1) (Table

4) for T, or Tg < Tf.
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The total vegetation flux E,, is partitioned into canopy evaporation qceva (m11111

s - 1), transpiration qtan (mm s - 1 ), and canopy dew qcdew (mm11 s - 1 )

( cw )>
qceva =Ev iie for E, > 0

CW + CIV

tran =E (C ) for E >0
\e' + c

qcdew =IEvl for Ev < 0

where cw and cw are the evaporation and transpiration conductances (section 4.3).

The ground flux Eg is partitioned into soil evaporation qseva (mm s- 1) and

ground surface dew qsdew (mm S- 1)

qseva =Eg for Eg > 0

qsdew =-Egl for Eg < .

qseva is adjusted for sublimation from the snow pack qsubl (mm s - 1) if appropriate

(section 8.2). Likewise, qsdew is added as frost to the snow pack if appropriate

(section 8.2).

Three important features of the surface hydrology are (Bonan 1996): (a) Spatial

heterogeneity in precipitation is included by assuming some fraction of the surface,

1 - k = 0.4, receives only large-scale precipitation at a mean rate qprci and the

remainder, kc = 0.6, receives both convective and large-scale precipitation at a mean

rate qprci + qcc Interception and throughfall differ for these two regions based
kc

on the precipitation rate; (b) In both precipitation regions, throughfall and soil

water have spatial heterogeneity (exponential distributions), which affects surface

runoff and infiltration by determing the net flux of water at the surface and the

infiltration capacity; and (c) Canopy, snow, and soil water pools are updated using

the surface averaged fluxes (interception, throughfall, infiltration) so that there is

no distinction of water pools between the two precipitation regions.
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8.1 Canopy Water

Precipitation is either intercepted by the canopy or falls to the grounld as

throughfall and stemflow. Interception is the smaller of either 20% of precipita-
p(L + S) -- WVca ntion or (, where L and S are the one-sided leaf and stem area

indices (section 1.3) and p(L + S) is the maximum water than can be held by the

canopy. p = 0.1 mm. Any remaining precipitation falls to the ground as rain if

the atmospheric temperature Tatm > 2.2 °C or snow if Tatm < 2.2 °C, as in BATS

(Dickinson et al. 1993).

Interception and throughfall are solved for two surface regions: convective and

large-scale precipitation fall over the region kc at a mean rate qprci + qprcc only

large-scale precipitation falls over the region 1 - kc at a mean rate qprc. Total

interception q;intr and total throughfall qdrip are the weighted sums of the two regions.

Canopy water is a simple mass balance determined by gains from interception

and dew and loss from evaporation

AWcan
At = qintr + qcdew - qceva = qprcc + qprcl + qcdew - qdrip - qceva

The wetted fraction of the canopy is, as in BATS (Dickinson et al. 1993),

fwet = + San) < 1. Intercepted water is assumed to be snow, for the surface

radiation calculations (section 2.1), if the vegetation temperature TV < Tf, i.e.,

freezing. The energy needed to freeze and thaw intercepted water is not considered.

8.2 Snow

Snow is a simple mass balance determined by gains from the flux of snow at

the ground surface and surface dew and losses from snow melt and sublimation

AWsno
A t -qdrip + qsdew - qmelt - qsubl

At
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Water is added to the snowpack from throughfall, based on the temperature criterion

Tat,,, < 2.2 °C. Water is also added as frost from surface dew if the ground temper-
Mature Tg < Tf. Snow melt is qlnelt = , where M is the flux of energy (W m - 2 )
'fus

used in melting snow (section 5) and hfus is the latent heat of fusion (J kg-l) (Table

4). Water is also sublimated from the snowpack qsubl, determined as the smaller

iT/Isnowof the ground evaporation qseva or the mass of snow after melt -w melt (i.e.,

can not sublimate more snow than is on the ground after snow melt). Snow depth
Wsno

(m) is Zsno = sno where Psno = 250 kg m-3 is the bulk density of snow, which
Psno

is treated as a constant rather than accounting for compaction with depth. The

fraction of the ground covered with snow is fsno =- Zsn < 1.
0.05

8.3 Infiltration and Surface Runoff

The liquid water at the soil surface (i.e., throughfall, snow melt, dew) either

infiltrates into the soil column qinfl (mm s-l) or is lost as surface runoff qover (mm

s-1). Ignoring, for the moment, spatial heterogeneity, surface runoff (mm s-l) is

P + Q, for s > 1 and P > 0

R = P + Q - f*, fors < 1,Q > f*, andP > O

P + Q - f*,for s < 1,Q < f*, and P > f* - Q

where P is throughfall (mm s-1 ), Q = qmelt + qsdew (mm s-1 ), s = is the
0 sat

water content of the first soil layer relative to saturation, and f* is the infiltration

capacity (mm s - 1) which depends on s. All the surface water (P + Q) is lost as

Dunne runoff when the soil is saturated (s > 1). Horton runoff occurs when the

soil is not saturated (s < 1) and when P + Q > f*. This happens for two reasons:

when Q > f*, P + Q > f* for all P > 0; and when Q < f*, P + Q > f* when

P > f* - Q. For non-soil surfaces, R = 0. Infiltration is I = P + Q - R.

Spatial heterogeneity is introduced in two ways (see also Bonan 1996). First,

the mean rate of throughfall differs between the regions kc and 1 - kc (cf. section
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8.1). Second, P and s have stochastic spatial distributions similar to Entekhabi

and Eagleson's (1989), Pitman et al.'s (1990, 1993), Dolman and Gregory's (1992),

and Johnson et al.'s (1993) work with precipitation and Entekhabi and Eagleson's

(1989) and Johnson et al.'s (1993) work with soil water

fp(P) - exp (- P

f s(s) = exp(-j)

where P is the average throughfall (mm s- 1) for the region kc or 1 - k and s is the

average s. Consequently I and R are solved separately for each region assuming an

exponential distribution of throughfall and soil water within the region and a con-

stant rate of snow melt and surface dew. Total surface runoff qver and infiltration

qinfl are the weighted sums of the two regions.

Runoff for each region is given by

R / j (P + Q) fp(P) dP f (s) ds +

J j (P + Q - f*) fp(P) dP f,(s) ds +

JSQ OO

J / Q(P + Q - f) p(P) dP f s(s) ds
Jo Jf*-Q

where sQ is the value of s at which Q > f*. The first term is the Dunne runoff for

the area s > 1. The next two terms are the Horton runoff for the area 0 < s < 1.

The solution to R requires a physically realistic infiltration capacity that is

easily integrated with respect to s. As in Entekhabi and Eagleson (1989)

f* ksatVS + ksat(l - v)

where ksat is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (mm s - 1), v =-(d/ds) eval-
0.5z 1 l

uated for s = 1, V? is the soil matrix potential (mm), and Azl = 100 mm is the
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thickness of the first soil layer, with hydraulic properties defined at depth 0.5A-i.

Expressions for k,,sat and ' are given in section 8.4.1. The value of s at which Q > f*
Q - ksat(l -v)is SQ -

ksat V

The solution to R is R = fl + f2 + f3, where fi is the Dunne runoff from the

area with s > 1 and P > 0

f =(P + Q)exp(-)

f2 is the Horton runoff from the area sQ < s < 1 (i.e., s < 1, Q > f*) and P > 0

f 2 = [P + Q - ksat(1 - )] [exp - ) - exp +

[ (_SQ) ( 1)]
ksat [(1 + )exp (-) - (sQ + )exp -- )

and f3 is the Horton runoff from the area 0 < s < SQ (i.e., s < 1, Q < f*) and

P > f*- Q

f3-= exp, sat(1 )] [1-exp( Qf3 - -ksatv P . P

With Q = 0, SQ = 1 and this equation reduces to Equation (15) in Entekhabi and

Eagleson (1989). This runoff parameterization differs from Entekhabi and Eagleson

(1989) in that it allows for a constant rate of snow melt and surface dew. It differs

from Pitman et al. (1990, 1993) in that only throughfall, not the net flux of water

at the surface, has an exponential distribution.

This runoff parameterization was found to give too much surface runoff, re-

sulting in dry soils, when coupled to a GCM (Bonan 1996). The Dunne runoff was

adjusted as P + Q - ksat for s > 1 and P > ksat - Q, resulting in

fl = (P + Q - ksat) fp(P) dP f,(s) ds = Pexp (Q - t )

for Q < ksat and
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Figure 23. Surface runoff in relation to precipitation for an unvegetated surface (i.e.,

throughfall = precipitation). Data are for sand (92% sand, 3% clay), loam (43%

sand, 18% clay), and clay (22% sand, 58% clay) soils, with the hydraulic properties

listed in Table 15, using the standard and adjusted Dunne runoff and with qi,leit

equal to 0 and 9 mm hr- 1. a) Saturated soil, 01 = sat. b) Dry soil, 01 0.750 sat.

fl = (P + Q - kat)exp 1)

for Q > kCsat. This adjusted Dunne runoff greatly reduces surface runoff compared

to the standard method (Figure 23).

8.4 Soil Water

Soil water is calculated from the conservation equation

AOAz
-qi + q -eAt

where 0 is the volumetric soil water content (mm3 mm-3 ), Az is the soil thickness

(mm), At is the time step (seconds), e is the evapotranspiration loss (mm s-l),

and qi and qo are the fluxes of water (mm s-1) into and out of the soil (positive

in the upwards direction). Vertical water flow in an unsaturated porous media is

described by Darcy's law

q =-z - -k zz+l =-k --. +1
OzJ0Oz / \ z JO

where k is the hydraulic conductivity (mm s-1), g' is the soil matrix potential (mm),

and z is height (mm) above some datum in the soil column. Setting e = 0, so that
AO (qi-qo . a0 q= - z- ,p i.e. - = -- ,' results in the Richards equation
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At 0 [r ( oz i +)]\
This equation, with e = qseva + qtran (i.e., soil evaporation and transpiration)

and with the boundary conditions of qinfl as the flux of water into the soil and

gravitational drainage qdrai = k as the flux of water at the bottom of the soil

column, is numerically implemented for a six-layer soil to calculate soil water. For

irrigated crops, soil layers to a depth of 1 m are kept saturated during the growing

season (i.e., when leaf area index is greater than zero). Consequently, soil water is

conserved only for non-irrigated soils, where

/AiaZi = (qinfl - seva - qtran - qdrai)At ·

i

8.4.1 Hydraulic Properties

The hydraulic conductivity k and the soil matrix potential 4' vary with 0 and

soil texture based on the work of Clapp and Hornberger (1978) and Cosby et al.

(1984). For the ith layer,

,,25+3
ki ksatb+ 3

i = ¥)satSi

where si = -. t Cosby et al. (1984) empirically related the hydraulic conductivity
sat

at saturation ksat (mm s-l), the matrix potential at saturation Osat (mm), the

water content at saturation Osat (i.e., porosity), and b to %sand and %clay

ksat = 0.0070556 x 1 0
- 0.884+0.0153(0 sand)
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g'sat = -10.0 x 1 0o
1 8 8-0 '0131(%sand)

Osat = 0.489 - 0.00126(%sand)

b = 2.91 + 0.159(%clay).

From the definition of 4', the water content when the soil is dry Odry and the optimal

water content for evapotranspiration Oopt, which are used to calculate ,3e (section

4.2) and /t (section 9.1), are

/-316230\-^
dry = Osat (- --

( sat

= sa(-158490 -
pt sa t )

Typical values for sand, loam, and clay soils are listed in Table 15. The small

differences between 0opt and Odry result in a "step" response of evapotranspiration

to soil water, in which the 3 factors are for the most part either zero or one.

8.4.2 Numerical Solution

As with soil temperatures, the soil column is discretized into six layers with

thickness Azi of 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 mm. Hydraulic properties (i.e.,

water content 0i [mm 3 mm-3 ]; hydraulic conductivity ki [mm s- 1]; matrix potential

4i [mm]) are defined at the center of each layer with depth zi (mm) (Figure 18).

Analogous to the soil heat flux (section 6.1), the flux of water qi (mm s- 1)

between layers i and i + 1 is

q - ([i + zi) - (+i+l + Zi 1+)
t qj ----- Az + Az-+ -

2ki 2ki+1
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where with zi - Zi+1 = (Azi. + A-i+)/2,

2(i -j'i+l) + (LAi + A-i+l)
qi = - ' A; + A^-i

Lq ki Ai+l

These equations are derived, with reference to Figure 18, assuming the water flux

from i (depth Zi) to the interface between i and i + 1 (depth Zi + 0.5Azi) equals the

water flux from the interface to i + 1 (depth zi+1), i.e.,

-L -- j -ki+ li+1 J-ki [ 1 (M + m)][ Z1 (i+ zi+l)

where ?m, is the interface matrix potential and Zm is the interface depth.

The water balance for the ith layer is

AniAzi
=xtz -qi-i + qi -ei ·At

0 and k are non-linear functions of 0 (section 8.4.1) so that qi = f(0i, 9i+1). With

qi approximated as

Oqi 0qi
qi = qin + ,AOi + -a'+ Aei+l ,

where q!n is the water flux evaluated at the beginning of the time step, the water

balance for the ith layer is

ei + q- 1 - q = [- _i i - + i - ] AO ij+0 0 1 q0i _ oqoi At oqj+ 1

which is a tridiagonal system of equations for AO.

Defining u = -2(4i - ',i+l) - (Azi + Azi+l) and v = Azik7- + Azi+lk-

aqi r d[i Azi d ki 1 -2
O -2v + u -2 d

L- dGi kd dJi
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Oqi [d'Lrj+l , -Zi+1 d kj+j 1
dq=i+ d i+l k+l + ii+l V-9

where from section (8.4.1),

dki (2b+3
dOi -) i

dei i)

The boundary conditions are qj 1 = -qinfl for the first soil layer (i=1) and

qi = -ki for the bottom soil layer (i=6). Surface evaporation is removed from the

first soil layer and transpiration is removed from each soil layer in proportion to the

relative root abundance 7r (section 1.2) so that ea = qseva + qtranri for the first soil

layer and ei = qtranri for the other layers. The water balance for the first soil layer

(i=l) is, therefore,

AOiAzi
qinfl + i - eAt

and

ei -qifi- qi-q AO[ + Oq i +
[0i-Z-i ] [i f+l ]

For the bottom layer (i=6), qi = -ki = -k- d i Ai so that the water balance is
dOi

,.ei qi- +,- k -[= ] 0i- ] " [ 'qi - di + + At ] .
flf[O 1 -1 AL dOi 00i AtJ

The sub-surface drainage is qdrai = -qi.

From physical constraints, 0 < Oi < 0 sat. To help prevent negative 2i or Oi >

0 sat, a partial time step < At is used for the soil water calculations when At > 600
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s (10 mllin). This partial time step is 600 s (10 min) for At = 1200 s (20 miin) and

At = 1800 s (30 min). Otherwise, the time step is 0.5At. Partial time steps > 600

s are not recommended. Despite this small time step, soil water may still exceed

the physical constraints. Any soil water in excess of saturation Z(9i - 0sat)A'zi
i

is added back to the soil, starting at the top, to bring each successive soil layer to

saturation. Any remaining excess water is added to the sub-surface drainage qdrai-

Likewise, if Oi < 0.01, water is removed from layer i + 1 (i.e., the immediately lower

layer) to bring i = 0.01. These two "fixes" are rarely needed.

The validity of this numerical scheme is illustrated in Figure 24 for drainage

and infiltration problems. In Figure 24a, sand, loam, and clay soil columns were

initialized at saturation and allowed to drain, with no evapotranspiration loss, for 48

hours. The sand drained fastest, followed by the loam, and then the clay. Drainage

for the upper soil layers essentially ceased after 24 hours, with soil water contents

close to field capacity. This is consistent with the definition of field capacity (i.e.,

soil water after more than 24 hours of drainage). In Figure 24b, the soils were

initialized to dry values and water was allowed to infiltrate at the rate ksat, again

with no evapotranspiration loss. All soils showed the classic wetting front, with

the sand becoming saturated within 30 hours and the loam and clay having slower

wetting.

Figure 24. Soil water profiles for sand (92% sand, 3% clay), loam (43% sand, 18%

clay), and clay (22% sand, 58% clay) soils, with the hydraulic properties listed in

Table 15, over a 48 hour period. a) Drainage from saturated soils. b) Wetting of

dry soils with infiltration equal to the saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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9. Surface CO 2 Fluxes

Building upon the work of Bonan (1991a, 1993a, 1993b, 1995a), the model sim-

ulates land-atmosphere exchange of CO 2 from plant growth (photosynthetic CO 2

uptake; maintenance and growth respiration CO2 loss) and CO2 loss from micro-

bial respiration (i.e., decomposition) (Figure 25). Photosynthesis is coupled to the

stomatal resistance parameterization and hence is an integral part of the surface

energy fluxes. Maintenance, growth, and microbial respiration are biogeochemical

fluxes that do not affect the biophysical fluxes.

Figure 25. Schematic diagram of the CO 2 fluxes. Plant respiration has two com-

ponents: maintenance Rm and growth Rg respiration for foliage, stem, and root

biomass.

9.1 Photosynthesis and Stomatal Resistance

Leaf stomatal resistance, which is needed for the latent heat flux (section 4.3),

is coupled to leaf photosynthesis in a manner similar to Collatz et al. (1991) (see

also Sellers et al. 1992)

1 A e
- =m-- Patm + b
rs Cs ei

where r, is leaf stomatal resistance (s m2 ,umol- 1), m is an empirical parameter, A

is leaf photosynthesis (,umol CO2 m - 2 s-l), cs is the CO 2 concentration at the leaf

surface (Pa), es is the vapor pressure at the leaf surface (Pa), ei is the saturation

vapor pressure (Pa) inside the leaf at the vegetation temperature Tv, Patm is the

atmospheric pressure (Pa), and b is the minimum stomatal conductance ([tmol m-2

s 1) when A = 0. The difference between this equation and that used by Collatz
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s 112 01o s
--- x - -. The volume (m 3 ) of 1 mol of gas at a temperature T (K) and
mol 1113 111

nRT
pressure P (Pa) is V= -, where n = 1, R=8.314 m 3 Pa mol-l K- 1. Conse-

T
quently, 1 s m- 1 = 8.314 x 10-6 s m2 mol- 1.

P

et al. (1991) is that they used net photosynthesis (i.e., photosynthesis minus respi-

ration) instead of photosynthesis. Collatz et al.'s (1991) derivation of this equation

is empirical, using net photosynthesis. However, use of net photosynthesis causes

stomatal conductance to be less than the minimum conductance b at night or in

the winter, when plants do not photosynthesize but still respire. In contrast, us-

ing photosynthesis ensures that stomatal conductance equals b when there is no

photosynthesis.

Leaf photosynthesis is A = min(w, wj, We). A = 0 when the vegetation tem-

perature Tv (section 5.2) < Tmin. Photosynthesis in C 3 plants is based on the

models of Farquhar et al. (1980) and Collatz et al. (1991). Photosynthesis in C 4

plants is based on the models of Collatz et al. (1992) and Dougherty et al. (1994).

The RuBP carboxylase (Rubisco) limited rate of carboxylation is

(Ci - rF)Vmax
w = |ci + K 1 + i/K for C3 plants

W= ci + K, (1+ oilK,)

1[ ^Vmax for C4 plants

The maximum rate of carboxylation allowed by the capacity to regenerate RuBP

(i.e., the light limited rate) is

(ci - F,)4.6koa for C 3 plants
Wj = c ci + 2r*

4.60a for C 4 plants

The export limited rate of carboxylation for C 3 plants and the PEP carboxylase

limited rate of carboxylation for C 4 plants is
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0.51/nax for C3 plants

We -=c- i '
4000VmaxP for C 4 plants

Patm o

Collatz et al. (1992) used the term 18000Vmax (their k) for C 4 We. However, when

this value was used, photosynthesis saturated at extremely low values of ambient

CO2 . The term 4000 V,,ax resulted in saturation at about 400 ppm, which is more

consistent with observations.

In these equations, ci is the internal leaf CO 2 concentration (Pa) and oi =

0.209Patm is the 02 concentration (Pa). Kc and Ko, the Michaelis-Menten con-

stants (Pa) for CO 2 and 02, vary with vegetation temperature T, (°C) as in Col-
T -25 Tv -25

latz et al. (1991) Kc = Kc25akclo and Io = IK25ako o , where Kc2 5 and Io25

are values (Pa) at 250 C and akc and ako are temperature sensitivity parameters.

r* = 2 - 0.210i is the CO2 compensation point (Pa). The term 0.21 represents
2 K 0

the ratio of maximum rates of oxygenation to carboxylation, which is virtually con-

stant with temperature (Farquhar and von Caemmerer 1982). a is the quantum

efficiency (CAmol CO 2 per /umol photon), and b is the absorbed photosynthetically

active radiation (W m-2 ) (section 3.1), which is converted to photosynthetic photon

flux assuming 4.6 p/mol photons per Joule.

The maximum rate of carboxylation varies with temperature, foliage nitrogen,

and soil water

T, -25

Vmax = Vmax25av m lx f(N)f(TV),3t

where Vmax25 is the value at 250 C (Amol CO2 m-2 so 1) and avmax is a tempera-

ture sensitivity parameter. f(T) is a function that mimics thermal breakdown of

metabolic processes (Farquhar et al. 1980, Collatz et al. 1991)

(Tv) + xp -220000 + 710(Tv + 273.16) - 1
(T) = 1+ exp 8.314(Tv + 273.16) )
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N
f(N) = - < 1 adljusts the rate of photosynthesis for foliage nitrogen N (section

N1 n -ax

1.2). Currently, f(N) = 1 so that values of V1Iax25 already include nitrogen lilmita-

tion. ft is a heuristic function, ranging from one when the soil is wet to zero when

the soil is dry, that decreases photosynthesis and increases stomatal resistance as

the soil drys

t = ZWiri
i

where wi is the available water in the ith soil layer relative to an optimal water

content and ri is the relative root abundance in the ith soil layer (section 1.2).

wi ( pi -( 
d ry ) 1 for Ti > Tf

0.01 for Ti Tf J

where Oi is the water content of the ith soil layer (section 8.4), Oopt is the optimal

water content for evapotranspiration (section 8.4.1), Odry is the water content when

evapotranspiration ceases (section 8.4.1), and Ti is the temperature of the ith soil

layer (section 6). v, is a vegetation-dependent parameter that allows for different

plant responses to soil water. Currently, vW = 1. These equations limit transpiration

to periods with soil temperatures greater than freezing Tf (Table 4).

The CO 2 concentration at the leaf surface c, (Pa), the internal leaf CO2 con-

centration ci (Pa), and the vapor pressure at the leaf surface e, (Pa) are calculated

assuming there is negligible capacity to store CO2 and water vapor at the leaf

surface so that, with reference to Figure 25,

__ Ca - Ci Ca Cs Cs - Ci

(1.37fb + 1.65rs)Patm 1.3 7 fbPatm 1.65rsPatm

and the transpiration fluxes are related as
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a e - e e s - e e - e

('rb + 'r) ' rb ''

where tb is leaf boundary layer resistance (s m 2 /lmoll') (section 4.3), the terms

1.37 and 1.65 are the ratios of diffusivity of CO2-to-H2O for the leaf boundary

layer resistance and stomatal resistance (Landsberg 1986), Ca = 355Xl0-6 Patin is

the atmospheric CO 2 concentration (Pa), and the vapor pressure of air (Pa) is

e' = max(ea, 0.25ei). The vapor pressure of air in the plant canopy ea is described

in section 4.3 (note that in section 4.3 ea is referred to as es). The lower limit

0.25e, is used to prevent numerical instability in the iterative stomatal resistance

calculation. For C4 plants, this lower limit is 0.40ei because C 4 plants are not as

sensitive to vapor pressure as C 3 plants.

ear.'s - eirb
With cs = ca- 1.37rbPatmA and es = a , stomatal resistance is the

rb + rs

larger of the two roots that satisfy the quadratic equation

?nAP 2 nAPatmrb
nAPatme + r2 + ( - + bfb -r )- rs -b = 0.

Csei )5

This equation is iterated three times with an initial arbitrary value of ci = 0.7ca for

C 3 plants and ci = 0.4Ca for C 4 plants used to calculate A. Subsequent values for

ci are given by ci = c5 - 1.65rsPatmA.

These equations are solved for sunlit and shaded leaves using average absorbed

photosynthetically active radiation for sunlit and shaded leaves (,SUfn, 0sha [section

3.1]) to give sunlit and shaded stomatal resistance (rsun, rsha) and photosynthe-

sis (Asn, Asha). Canopy photosynthesis is ASnLSUn + AshaLsha, where Ls n and

Lsha are the sunlit and shaded leaf area indices (section 3.1). Canopy conductance

1 1
is - Lsun + r Lsha . This canopy integration of photosynthesis and stomatal

rsun sha

resistance using sunlit and shaded portions of the canopy is very similar to that

used in Sellers et al. (1992). Their canopy scaling factor I (eq. 31), which is
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used to scale the "single leaf' net photosynthesis over the canopy (eq. 34), is the

sunlit leaf area index. Consequently, their canopy conductance (eq. 35) is based on

the assumption that the sunlit portion of the canopy photosynthesizes at the rate

AnetrI whereas the shaded portion of the canopy has no photosynthesis and has a

conductance equal to b. In contrast, the canopy integration technique used here

allows both sunlit and shaded leaves to photosynthesize, although at different rates

depending on the amount of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation.

Photosynthetic parameters, based on Bonan (1995a), are listed in Table 16 for

each plant type. Kc25, Ko25, akc, ako, avmax, and m are from Collatz et al. (1991).

a is based on typical values given in Landsberg (1986). b was chosen to give a

maximum stomatal resistance of 20000 s m-1. Tain is a typical value of when plants

photosynthesize with respect to temperature. Vmax25 for' C 3 plants was chosen to

give maximum photosynthetic rates of 5, 10, and 15 /mol CO 2 m-2 s- 1, which

are consistent with values reported by Woodward and Smith (1994) and Schulze et

al. (1994). C 4 parameters were chosen to give reasonable photosynthetic responses

to light, temperature, and CO 2. Photosynthetic and stomatal responses to light,

temperature, CO2 concentration, soil water, vapor pressure, and foliage nitrogen

are illustrated in Figures 26 and 27. The C4 plant has the expected response to

Figure 26. Photosynthetic response to light, temperature, CO2 concentration, soil

water content, vapor pressure, and foliage nitrogen for three values of Vmax25. For

these simulations, Ot = - dry < 1 with Odry = 0.122 and ,opt = 0.138 (i.e.,
9 opt - Odry

a loamy soil). Standard values are Patm = 101300 Pa, oi = 0.209Patm, Ca =

355x10-6 Pt, = 272 W m-2 , T = 25 °C, ea = 3167 Pa, N=2%, 0 = 0.2, and

rb = 20 s m- 1.

Figure 27. As in Figure 26, but for stomatal resistance.
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environmental conditions relative to the comparable C 3 plant: higher light satura-

tion point; higher light saturated rate of photosynthesis; warmer optimal tempera-

ture for photosynthesis; and smaller response to increasing CO2 with saturation at

about 400 ppm (Figure 26).

Table 16. Photosynthetic parameters

Plant Type Kc25 akc Ko25 ako Vmax25 avmax a b m Tmin Nmax

needle. evergreen tree 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 6 -5 -

needle. deciduous tree 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 6 -5 -

broad. evergreen tree 30 2.1 30000 1.2 50 2.4 0.06 2000 9 5 -

broad. deciduous tree 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0 -

tropical seas. tree 30 2.1 30000 1.2 50 2.4 0.06 2000 9 5 -

C3 grass 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0 -

evergreen shrub 30 2.1 30000 1.2 17 2.4 0.06 2000 9 -5 -

deciduous shrub 30 2.1 30000 1.2 17 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0 -

arctic decid. shrub 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0 -

arctic grass 30 2.1 30000 1.2 33 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0 -

crop 30 2.1 30000 1.2 50 2.4 0.06 2000 9 0

C4 grass - - - - 33 2.4 0.04 2000 5 0 -

Kc25, Pa. Ko25, Pa. Vmax25, /mol m - 2 s-1

Tmin, C. Nmax, %.
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9.2 Plant and Microbial Respiration

CO2 loss during plant respiration is broken into maintenance respiration, which

depends on temperature, and growth respiration, which is independent of temper-.

ature. Total maintenance respiration R,, (imol CO 2 m - 2 s - 1) from foliage, stem,

and root tissues is

T, -25

Rm = [L Rf25f(N)3t + Vbf Rs25 + Vb Rr25]arm~

where L is leaf area index (m 2 m-2 ) (section 1.3), Rf25 is foliage respiration at

25°C (/mol CO 2 m- 2 s-l),VbS is stem biomass (kg m - 2 ) (section 1.2), Rs25 is stem

respiration at 25°C (/Lmol CO2 kg-l s-l), Vb is root biomass (kg m-2 ) (section

1.2), Rr2 5 is root respiration at 25 0C (Lmol CO2 kg-l s 1-), T, is the vegetation

temperature (°C) (section 5.2), and arm is a temperature sensitivity parameter. The

terms in this equation represent foliage, stem, and root maintenance respiration,

respectively. The foliage nitrogen f(N) and soil water Pt factors are applied to leaf

respiration because these factors are applied to Vmax and Rf25 is proportional to

Vmax (Farquhar et al. 1980). Maintenance respiration is reduced by one-half outside

of the growing season (Bonan 1991a, 1993a, 1993b, 1995a). Growth respiration Rg

([Lmol CO2 m - 2 s-l) is proportional to photosynthesis (Jones 1992)

Rg = 0.25(AsunLsun + AshaLsha)

where ASUn and Asha are the sunlit and shaded leaf photosynthesis (section 9.1) and

LSUn and Lsha are the sunlit and shaded leaf area indices (section 3.1). Net primary

production AM (jug m - 2 ) is

yi(ASUnLsun + AhaLsha - Rm - Rg)t

where y = 28.5 plg dry biomass per gmol CO2 (Landsberg 1986) and At is the time
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step (seconds).

Mlicrobial respiration Rs (Lmol CO 2 m - 2 s - 1) is

0 - a2 T8 -10

Ra +a 2+ a3Sca4 10

where 0 is the volumetric soil water content to a depth of 1 m (section 8.4), al

is one-half field capacity, a 2 is one-half saturation, Sc is soil carbon (kg C m -2 )

(section 1.2), a3 is the respiration rate (jamol CO2 kg C-1 s- 1) at 10OC, a 4 is a

temperature sensitivity parameter, and Ts is the temperature (°C) of the first soil

layer (section 6). Typical values are al = 0.20, a2 = 0.23, and a4=2.0 (Bonan

1995a).

Respiration parameters are listed in Table 17. Rf 2 5 is 0.015Vmax 25 for C 3 plants

(Farquhar et al. 1980) and 0.025Vmax 25 for C4 plants (Collatz et al. 1992). a3 x SC

replaces the a3 parameter in Bonan (1995a). Rs25 x Vbs and Rr25 x Vb replace

the p parameter in Bonan (1995a). Values of Rs25 and Rr25 were chosen to give

reasonable respiration rates, similar to Bonan (1995a).
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Table 17. Respiration parameters

Plant Type Rf 2 5 Rs25 Rr2 5 arm a3

needleleaf evergreen tree 0.50 0.94 0.36 2.0 0.37

needleleaf deciduous tree 0.50 0.14 0.05 2.0 0.37

broadleaf evergreen tree 0.75 0.16 0.05 2.0 0.23

broadleaf deciduous tree 0.50 0.02 0.01 2.0 0.40

tropical seasonal tree 0.75 0.02 0.21 2.0 0.12

C 3 grass 0.50 0.00 0.59 2.0 0.17

evergreen shrub 0.26 0.00 0.00 2.0 0.19

deciduous shrub 0.26 0.00 0.00 2.0 0.19

arctic deciduous shrub 0.50 1.02 2.11 2.0 0.05

arctic grass 0.50 1.02 2.11 2.0 0.05

crop 0.75 0.00 0.00 2.0 0.23

C 4 grass 0.82 0.00 2.27 2.0 0.17

Rf25, Amol CO 2 m - 2 s - l . Rs25, Imol CO2 kg-l s-l. Rr25, Imol CO 2 kg-l s - 1 .

a 3, umol CO 2 kg - 1 C s - 1.
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PART II: USER'S GUIDE

This section is a brief introduction to the overall design of the land surface

model, information about running the model, and a description of the code. The

source code, with detailed comments throughout, is the definitive description.

11. Model Architecture

The model consists of two main subroutines. Subroutine Ismini initializes the

land surface model. It also returns as two-dimensional (longitude x latitude) arrays

any land surface variables (e.g., surface temperature) required by the atmospheric

model. Non-land values are undefined. Subroutine Ismdrv calculates surface fluxes

and updates the ecological, hydrologic, and thermal state of the land.

The processing of each land grid point by subroutine Ismdrv begins by gath-

ering the Ipt land points on the Ismlon by Ismlat grid into a "big" vector of kpt

points, allowing for up to msub subgrid points per land point. The kpt points

are processed by subroutine Ism as numlv "little" vectors of numkpt points. The

processing of these "little" vectors can be multi-tasked if desired. Figure 28 illus-

trates this architecture for a 3 x 2 grid with 4 land points and a total of 10 LSM

points, allowing for subgrid points.

Figure 28. Illustration of model architecture. The 3 x 2 grid has four land points

(non-hatched boxes), which consist of one, two, three, and four subgrid points. The

3 x 2 atmospheric temperature field T is expanded to a "big" vector T' of length

ten, assigning subgrid points the grid value. These ten points are processed in

three calls to subroutine Ism, as "little" vectors of four, three, and three points.

As output, lsm fills in a "big" vector of sensible heat flux H', with length 10, in

strips of four, three, and three points. When all ten points have been processed,

the vector H' is mapped to a 3 x 2 sensible heat flux field H, filling in land points

only by weighting subgrid fluxes for appropriate subgrid fractional areas.
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This architecture has the following advantages: (a) only land points are pro-

cessed; (b) local arrays within subroutine Ism are dimensioned by the number of

points processed in each call to Ism rather than by kpt, resulting in small memory

requirements when using multiple processors; and (c) multi-tasking many processes

(e.g., 30) results in reasonable load balancing among processors. The number of

points to process in each call to Ism should be large enough to take advantage of

vectorization yet small enough to have a sufficient number of processes to multi-task.

Input and output between the atmosphere and land models are in terms of two-

dimensional (lsmlon x lsmlat) fields. Currently, this grid must be the same as

the atmospheric model. That is, the model expects atmospheric fields for the entire

Ismlon x Ismlat domain to force the model and returns as output two-dimensional

lsmlon x lsmlat fields, setting only the land points in the domain.

The source code Ismmain.F, which is the main driver program for "off-line"

stand-alone or uncoupled simulations, illustrates this coupling using the atmospheric

forcing in atm.F. There is one call to Ismini during initialization, one call per time

step to lsmdrv, and numlv calls to Ism per call to Ismdrv. The calling diagrams

for these subroutines are shown in Figures 29 and 30.

Figure 29. Calling diagram for subroutine lsmini. Routines in grey indicate code

that is called numlv times to process the kpt points as "little" vectors. This code

is not multi-tasked. getenv, unlink, msread, and mswrite are Fortran library

routines required when using the NCAR Mass Store.

Figure 30. Calling diagram for subroutine lsmdrv. Routines in grey indicate code

that is called numlv times to process the kpt points as "little" vectors. This code is

multi-tasked. getenv, unlink, msread, and mswrite are Fortran library routines

required when using the NCAR Mass Store.
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12. Input Data Sets

The model requires two input data sets. The surface boundary data set, defined

by the fsurdat namelist parameter (section 14.3), defines time-invariant surface

properties. Currently, the grid dimensions and indexing of this data set must be

the same as the atmospheric model. For the NCAR CCM3, this means that data

sets are oriented from the South Pole to the North Pole, starting at Greenwich and

proceeding eastwards. Surface data for each grid cell are: latitude and longitude at

the center of the grid cell; integer surface type (Table 5); integer color class for soil

albedos (Table 10); %sand, %silt, and %clay for thermal and hydraulic properties

(sections 6.2, 8.4.1); and % of grid cell covered by (a) lake anerd (b) wetlands, for

use as multiple subgrid points. The first few lines in the data set are the number of

longitude points for each latitude strip, allowing for variable longitudinal resolution

with latitude. An example data set can be found in the file "fsurdat t42". See

subroutine Ismini for more details.

The initial conditions data set, defined by the finidat namelist parameter (sec-

tion 14.3), contains contains initial water (snow, vegetation, soil) and temperature

(vegetation, ground surface, soil) for the kpt subgrid points. The remaining vari-

ables needed for initialization are either calculated based on these variables or set to

arbitrary values because their exact value is not too important. The one exception

is the soot content of snow, which currently is time-invariant. By default, water

and temperatures are initialized to arbitrary conditions so that no initial data is

required. See subroutine lsmtvi for more details.
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13. History and Restart Files

If LSM_HIST is defined in preproc.h (section 14.1) and if the namelist vari-

able Ismhrh is true (section 14.3), the model writes its own history and restart

files. These files can be used to analyze model output and to restart previous sim-

ulations. The primary code needed to process history and restart files is (Figures

29, 30): histtc to create a history file of time constant fields; histini to initialize

the primary history files of time varying fields; histslf and histmlf to accumulate

single-level and multi-level field values over the history interval; histend to deter-

mine the end of a history interval; histhan to open, write, and close history and

restart files; and lsmres to restart the model for continuation runs.

13.1 Model Output

History and restart files are in the directories defined by the locpnh and locpnr

namelist variables. These files have the names "lsmh xxxxx" and "lsmrxxxxx", re-

spectively, where "xxxxx" is unique text determined by the file number, e.g. 00001

to 99999. When using the monthly average option this text is in the form "mm-

yyy", e.g. 09-001 is data for September of year 1. If using the NCAR Mass

Store, these local history and restart files are copied to the Mass Store using

the name "/LOGID/lsmvl/caseid/hist/lsmhxxxxx" for history files and using the

name "/LOGID/lsmvl/caseid/rest/lsmr-xxxx" for restart files. Logid is set by

default, but the caseid must be set using the setenv command.

The active list of fields for history files is set in subroutine histlst. This

subroutine sets the default field list (i.e., the name, units, and description of the

fields) and the field type. Field type is: the average over a history interval, the

maximum value in the history interval, the minimum value in the history interval,

or the instantaneous value at the end of the history interval. The default field type

can be overridden by setting the paired (field name, field type) chntyp namelist
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variable (section 14.3) to the appropriate field names and field types. The default

fields set in histlst can be made inactive by setting the excl namelist variable

(section 14.3) to the appropriate field names. Fields are segregated by single-level

or multi-level. Multi-level refers to the number of soil layers so that soil temperature

and soil water are multi-level fields.

New fields can be added to the history files by modifying the code in subroutine

histlst. The nflds variable needs to be incremented by one for each new field. The

eight character field name fldnam, units flduni, level fldlev, and type fldtyp

variables need to be set to appropriate values. The 40 character field description

flddes also needs to be set. These are set using the current value for nflds. nflds is

then incremented for the next field, and this process is repeated for however many

new active fields are added. The array dimensions mslflds and mmlflds, set in

Ismpar.h, may have to be increased depending on the number of single- and multi-

level fields, respectively, added to the history files. The model will stop if these

array dimensions are exceeded. Subroutines histslf and/or histmlf will have to be

called from subroutine Ism to accumulate the new single- and/or multi-level fields

over the history interval (see subroutine Ism for examples).

Field values for the current iteration are accumulated by subroutines histslf

and histmlf for single-level and multi-level fields, respectively, based on the field

type (average, maximum, minimum, or instantaneous). The "little" vectors pro-

cessed by these subroutines are mapped into "big" vectors of kpt points. These

"big" vectors are actually multi-dimensional arrays that contain the accumulated

value of each field and each level for the kpt points. There are two arrays (slfval,

mlfval), one for single-level fields and one for multi-level fields. Fields that are

averaged are normalized by the length of the history interval before being written

to the history file.

A time sample is written to the current history file every nhtfrq iterations
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or at the end of the month (if using the monthly average option). Up to mfilt

time samples are written to a history file unless using the monthly average option,

in which case only one time sample (the monthly average) is written. This time

sample, written by subroutine histwrt, includes: an integer header record, a real

header record, a character header record, and real data records for each field. Data

for each field are written as a vector of kpt points. Multi-level fields have msl

vectors (i.e., a vector for each soil layer). The integer and real header records

contain the variables needed to map the kpt subgrid points into a two-dimensional

(Ismlon x Ismlat) field. The character header record contains information on the

simulation, the start and end of the history interval, the names, units, types, and

descriptions of the single-level fields, and the names, units, types, and descriptions

of multi-level fields. All data are written as binary output. The code in hist-read.s

shows how to read a LSM history file, extract a particular field, and map the field

onto the 2-d grid.

The history file is closed and disposed to the Mass Store, if desired, when the

file is full or if the end of the run coincides with the end of a history interval. At

the same time, the restart files are written. That is, the restart file "lsmrO00090" is

written at the same'iteration that the history file "lsmh-00090" is closed. If using

the monthly average option, the restart file is written at the end of the month.

Consequently, the model can be restarted only at the end of a history interval.

Restart files are written by subroutine restwrt. The main restart file (e.g,

lsmr-00001, lsmr 12-002), is a binary file containing the variables needed to restart

the simulation. The file "lsmrs-strt" is an ASCII file that contains the names of the

current history and restart files (Mass Store names if using the Mass Store).

Subroutine histtc is code that creates, during initialization, a history file for the

time constant vegetation and soil variables. This file, with the name "Ismh-timcon",

is written in the same directory as the time-varying history files.
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13.2 Model Input for Continuation Runs

Two types of continuation runs are possible:

1. A restart run continues an earlier run using the most recent restart file. Run

control variables set in the namelist must be the same as in the run that is being

restarted. The model does not check for consistency. The appropriate restart

file (e.g., lsmr-00100) is read from the file "lsmr-rstrt", located in either the local

directory locpnr or the Mass Store directory "/LOGID/lsmvl/caseid/rest/". If

the associated history file (e.g., lsmh-00100), located in the directory locpnh or

the Mass Store directory "/LOGID/lsmvl/caseid/hist/", is not full this history file

is opened and positioned to the end of the file so that subsequent time samples are

added until the file is full.

2. A branch run allows the user to begin a new simulation by "branching" from

an existing control run. In this case, the model restarts from a specified restart

file set by the nrevsn namelist variable (section 14.3). This can be either a local

or Mass Store file name. Because a branch run is a new case, the length of the

history interval and the active field list do not have to be the same as in the control

simulation. Thus, one can use the branching option to "repeat" a specified time

interval of a previous run in which daily-average history files were written as a new

run in which selected fields are written to a history file every iteration, thereby

resolving the diurnal cycle. History and restart files are written in the directories

locpnh and locpnr as defined for the current run or to the Mass Store reusing the

current setting for "caseid". A new time constant history file is also created.
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14. Run Control Parameters

Three files set the control parameters for the model: pre-processor directives

are set in preproc.h; grid dimensions, array sizes, and the number of "little" vectors

are defined in Ismpar.h; and logical run control parameters and input/output data

set names are set in the lsmexp namelist.

14.1 Pre-Processor Directives

The model utilizes the following C pre-processor "cpp" directives:

#include <file>: reads in contents of "file" at this location.

#define variable: defines "variable".

#undef variable: undefines "variable".

#ifdef variable: subsequent lines up to a matching #else or #endif

directive appear in output if "variable" is defined.

#ifndef variable: subsequent lines up to a matching #else or #endif

directive appear in output if "variable" is undefined.

The following #define and #undef directives are set in the file preproc.h:

LSMLAT defines the number of latitudes on the LSM grid by setting

the comparable parameter in lsmpar.h.

LSMLON defines the number of longitudes on the LSM grid by set-

ting the comparable parameter in Ismpar.h.

LPT defines the number of land points on the LSM grid by setting

the comparable parameter in lsmpar.h.

KPT defines the total number of land points on the LSM grid, al-

lowing for subgrid points, by setting the comparable parameter in

lsmpar.h. This is the length of the "big" vectors.
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NUMLV defines the number of "little" vectors used to process the

kpt points by setting the comparable parameter in lsmpar.h. The

length of the "little" vectors is determined by numlv.

ATMHIST defines residual developmental code that returns se-

lected 2-d land surface fields to the atmospheric model for output

on the atmospheric history files.

COUP-CCM is defined only when coupling to the NCAR CCM3.

In this case, CCM3 code is used to get the next available Fortran

unit number and to close and release a Fortran unit no longer in

use. In addition, base calendar information, the current time, run

type (initial, restart, branch), and model time step are input from the

CCM3.

LSMHIST defines code for LSM history and restart files. See also

lsmsrc.h

MSS is defined when using the NCAR Mass Store to get input files

and save output files. If this is defined, the model requires the Fortran

library routines getenv, unlink, msread, and mswrite.

OFFLINELSM is defined when using the "off-line" code (i.e., when

running the model in a stand-alone or uncoupled mode). In this case,

the source files lsmmain.F and atm.F must be compiled (see Ism-

src.h). ATMLAT and ATMLON define the "atmospheric" grid in

lsmmain.F.

SUNFORT is defined when using the f77 compiler on Sun worksta-

tions. This is needed only because the Sun and Cray Fortran compilers

differ in their open statements. When appending data to an existing
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file, the Sun compiler uses the "access" keyword; the Cray compiler

uses the "position" keyword.

14.2 Grid Dimensions and Array Sizes

Parameters that set the grid dimensions (Ismlon, Ismlat), the number of

land points on the grid (Ipt), the maximum number of subgrid points (msub), the

length of the "big" vectors (kpt), the number of "little" vectors (numlv), and their

length are defined in Ismpar.h. This file also defines the number of solar radiation

wavebands, the number of soil layers, the number of plant types, the number of

soil color classes, and the number of "soil" types. It sets the number of single-level

equivalent variables that need to be saved for restart (i.e., the land surface variables

that need to be saved from one time step to the next). It sets the maximum number

of single- and multi-level variables for output on history files.

The number of longitude and latitude points on the land surface model grid

are defined by Ismlon and Ismlat. Currently, these must be the same as the atmo-

spheric model so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the atmosphere

and land grids.

The land surface model works by gathering the Ipt land points on the Ismlon

by Ismlat grid into a "big" vector of kpt subgrid points, allowing for up to msub

subgrid points per land point. The kpt subgrid points are processed as numlv-1

"little" vectors of Ivec points and 1 "little" vector of mpt points. These numlv

calls to the "little vector" land surface code can be multi-tasked if desired. mpt

is needed because kpt may not be evenly divisible by numlv. Hence, mpt is the

maximum number of points to be processed by the "little vector" code and is the

array dimension of variables in the "little vector" code.

The mapping of atmospheric and surface fields between the 2-d (longitude by

latitude) and "big" subgrid vector versions and the partitioning of the "big" vectors
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into "little" vectors require that:

Ipt equal the number of land points on the 2-d grid; and

kpt equal the number of total LSM points, including subgrid points.

Consequently, if the grid is changed (e.g., adding or deleting land) both Ipt and kpt

must be modified accordingly. If subgrid points (e.g., lakes) are added or removed,

kpt must be updated. Or if a surface type is changed (e.g., tropical forest with

two subgrid surface types to desert with one subgrid surface type), kpt must be

updated. During initialization, the model calculates the values for lpt and kpt

given the current data sets being used. If these values do not equal those values

defined in Ismpar.h, as set by preproc.h, the model prints out the values and

stops. Hence, the model can be used to determine the appropriate values for Ipt

and kpt.

14.3 Run Options Ismexp Namelist

Logical variables that control run options and input/output data set names

are set through the Ismexp namelist. This namelist is read in from standard input

(unit 5). Run definition variables are:

ctitle is an 80 character case title for use with history files. Default:

blank

nsrest is an integer variable that equals 0 for an initial run, 1 for a

restart, and 3 for a branch run. Default: undefined

nestep is the integer end of the run in iterations (positive) or days

(negative). Default: undefined

nelapse is the integer elapsed time of the run in iterations (positive)

or days (negative). It is superceded by nestep. Default: undefined
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Input data sets are defined by:

fsurdat is an 80 character variable defining the time-invariant surface

data. Default: blank

finidat is an 80 character variable defining the name of the initial

conditions data set. By default, the model is initialized to arbitrary

conditions so that no initial data is required.

nrevsn is an 80 character LSM restart file name for use with a branch

run. In a branch run, the model will use this file to restart. Default:

blank

Mass Store variables are:

nswrps is an 8 character Mass Store write password. Default: blank

irt is the integer Mass Store retention period (days). Default: 0

History and restart file variables are:

lsmhrh is true if using the LSM history and restart handler. Default:

false

nhtfrq is the integer history interval in hours (negative) or iterations

(positive). Default: -24

ninavg equals "q" or "Q" if using the monthly average history option.

In this case, history files will be monthly average output with one

time sample (the month) per file (i.e., overriding nhtfrq and mfilt).

Default: blank

mfilt integer number of time samples per history file. Default: 1

excl is an 8 character array of the names of variables to exclude from

the history files. For example, setting excl = 'TV', 'TAM' deletes the

fields TV and TAM from the history files. Default: blank
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chntyp is a paired 8 character array of field names and field types to

override the default settings. Valid field types are "average", "max-

imum", "minimum", or "instant". For example, setting chntyp

'FPSN', 'maximum' results in the maximum value over the history

interval of the field FPSN being written to the history file. Default:

blank

locpnh is an 80 character variable that sets the directory for local

history files. Default: the current working directory

locpnr is an 80 character variable that sets the directory for local

restart files. Default: the current working directory

The following variables control the model time and calendar:

nnbdat is the integer base date of the run in yymmdd format (e.g.,

010625 is June 25 of year 1). Default: undefined

nnbsec is the integer base seconds of the base date (e.g., 0). Default:

undefined

nndbas is the integer base day of the run (e.g., 0). Default: undefined

nnsbas is the integer base seconds of the base day (e.g., 0). Default:

undefined

dtime is a real variable that sets the model time step (seconds).

Default: undefined

Variables that control model physics are:

hydro is false if the prognostic hydrology is not used. In this case,

canopy, snow, and soil water pools will not change from the initial

conditions. Default: true
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pergro is true for random perturbation growth tests. A perturbation

growth test, in which initial conditions are randomly perturbed by

some small amount, is a useful means to ensure the model is working

correctly when using different compilers, operating systems, or other

changes that result in a small perturbation (e.g., changing optimiza-

tion, order of operations). However, when compared to a control run,

the land surface model generally has large, rapid solution separation

(Figure 31) due to the following reasons: (a) the large sensitivity of the

vegetated latent heat flux to small changes in the wetted fraction of

the canopy and (b) the strong non-linearity of the latent and sensible

heat fluxes to atmospheric stability. This option reduces the solution

separation due to a small random perturbation in initial conditions by

setting the wetted fraction of the canopy to zero (i.e., fwet = 0) and

setting atmospheric stability to neutral (i.e., ( = 0). pergro should

be set to false unless a perturbation growth test is being performed.

Default: false

conchk is true if the various energy and water conservation checks

discussed in the technical description are performed. In this case,

error messages will be printed to standard output (unit 6) if the con-

servation check is not satisfied. These conservations checks require a

high internal data precision. On some computers, real variables may

have to be treated as double precision to satisfy these checks. Default:

false

irad is the frequency for solar radiation calculations in hours (nega-

tive) or iterations (positive). Default: -1
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Figure 31. Mass weighted root mean square difference in atmospheric temperature,

averaged for all grid points and all levels, between control and perturbation simula-

tions of LSM coupled to a version of the CCM. The perturbation simulations differed

from the appropriate non-perturbed controls only in that initial atmospheric tem-

peratures were randomly perturbed. Each simulation was for two days (144 time

steps).

Most of these variables are set to default values (see subroutine lsmctli). When

coupling to the NCAR CCM3, the base calendar information, the current time, the

ending time, the run type (initial, restart, branch), and the model time step are

input from the CCM3. In this case, the minimum namelist parameters are fsurdat

and finidat (if using the initial conditions data set), assuming no LSM history files

are desired.

When uncoupled to the CCM3, the minimum namelist parameters are: nsrest;

nestep or nelapse; fsurdat and finidat; Ismhrh (to turn on the history and

restart file handler using default values); the base calendar variables; and the time

step. An example namelist can be found in the file "runJsmvl.s".
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15. LSM Code Description

The land surface model consists of two main routines: Ismini, which initializes

the model (Figure 29), and Ismdrv, which is the main time-stepping call to the

model (Figure 30). The code consists of two types of files: *.h files are included

through the #include pre-processor directive. *.F files are the main Fortran source

files. An example surface data set is given in the file "fsurdatt42". "runlsmvl.s"

is a UNIX script to run the model. "hist-read.s" is a UNIX script to read a history

file and extract particular fields.

15.1 LSM Code: *.h Files

lakcon.h. This file contains the lakcon common block of constants for the lake

temperature model.

Ismctl.h. This file contains the Ismctl common block of run control variables.

Ismhis.h. This file contains the Ismhis common block of history file variables.

lsmio.h. This file contains the lsmio common block, which flags Fortran unit

numbers in use for input or output.

lsmpar.h. This file sets array dimensions. (cf. section 14.2)

Ismsrc.h. This file contains a list of all the *.F files. It can be used as input to the

C pre-processor cpp to create an output file that has all the source code.

Ismtc.h. This file contains the Ismtc common block, which passes time-invariant

variables initialized in Ismini to Ismdrv. These variables include the following:

(a) the subgrid to grid mapping indices and weights, (b) the starting location (1 to

kpt) and the number of points for each "little" vector, (c) time-invariant surface
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types, soil hydraulic properties, and soil thermal properties, and (d) latitudes and

longitudes.

Ismtv.h. This file contains the Ismtv common block. This common block contains

the time-varying variables, for the kpt subgrid points, that need to be saved from

one time step to the next and which need to be written to a restart file. For conve-

nience, these variables are equivalenced with the Isf array, which is dimensioned by

mlsf single-level equivalent fields x kpt points. Consequently, only Isf needs to be

written to and read from the restart file. The Isf array is local to code where this

file is included. Hence, this file needs to be included in the code that reads/writes

Isf from/to the restart files.

phycon.h. This file contains the phycon common block of physical constants.

preproc.h. This file sets pre-processor #define and #undef directives. (cf. section

14.1)

radcon.h. This file contains the radcon common block of miscellaneous albedo-

related radiation constants.

snocon.h. This file contains the snocon common block of miscellaneous snow

parameters.

soicon.h. This file contains the soicon common block of parameters that vary

with soil "type".

vartyp.h. This file sets no implicit Fortran variable type.

vegcon.h. This file contains the vegcon common block of vegetation-dependent

parameters.
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vegtyp.h. This file contains the vegtyp common block of multiple plant types and

fractional areas for each surface type.

15.2 LSM Code: *.F Files

atm.F. This code, called by lsmmain.F, mimics the atmospheric forcing required

by the land model. It is used only if OFFLINEALSM is defined in preproc.h.

calendr.F. This subroutine generates calendar day from time step.

canh2o.F. This subroutine calculates canopy water.

ecodyn.F. This subroutine sets vegetation phenology (growing season, leaf area

index, stem area index), vegetation biomass, and soil carbon for the next time step

(i.e., the next call to the land surface model). Although vegetation and soil do not

vary from year-to-year, they are included here so that they can change over time

based on current surface conditions. Leaf and stem areas are only updated every

albedo time step (i.e., if albedos are not calculated every time step) so that there

is no inconsistency in the leaf and stem areas used to calculate albedos and those

used in the rest of the model. The wetted fraction of canopy is also calculated here

based on the current canopy water and leaf and stem areas.

getavu.F. This function gets the next available Fortran unit number.

getfil.F. This subroutine gets the local copy of a desired file. It first looks in the

current working directory for the file. If the file is not found there, it uses the full

permanent file name. If this is not found, it then copies the file from the Mass

Store.

histend.F. This subroutine determines if the current time is the end of a history

interval and saves appropriate calendar information.
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histhan.F. This subroutine is the main history and restart file handler. It opens

new history files as needed, writes data to the current history file, closes the file,

and disposes it to the Mass Store if desired. It also writes and disposes restart

files. Restart files are written only if the history file is full or if the end of the run

coincides with the end of a history write interval.

histini.F. This subroutine initializes variables for history files.

histlst.F. This subroutine initializes the active field list for history files.

histmlf.F. This subroutine accumulates a multi-level field over the history time

interval.

histnam.F. This subroutine creates a unique history or restart file name from the

current file number or from the month and year of the simulation (if using the

monthly average option).

histslf.F. This subroutine accumulates a single-level field over the history time

interval.

histtc.F. This subroutine creates a history file of the time constant data in the

lsmtc common block.

histwrt.F. This subroutine writes to a history file the current time sample's integer,

real, and character headers and real data records.

infil.F. This subroutine calculates surface runoff and infiltration.

lakconi.F. This block data subprogram initializes the lakcon common block of

constants for the lake temperature model.

laktem.F. This subroutine calculates lake temperatures.
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lencs.F. This function returns the position of the right-most non-blank, non-null

character in a character variable.

Ism.F. This subroutine calculates surface fluxes and updates the ecological, hydro-

logic, and thermal state of the land for a "little" vector on npt points. Local arrays

are dimensioned by mpt because only up to mpt points are processed in each call

to Ism. However, only npt points are actually processed. This discrepancy between

npt and mpt arises because the "big" vector of kpt points may not be divided into

numlv "little" vectors of equal length.

Ismctli.F. This subroutine initializes run control variables in the Ismctl and Ismhis

common blocks. These variables are set using the Ismexp namelist. (cf. section

14.3)

Ismdrv.F. This subroutine is the 2-d driver for the model. Input/output from/to

the atmospheric model are 2-dimensional (longitude x latitude) arrays. Local arrays

are "big" vectors of kpt points. These points are processed as "little" vectors of

numkpt points in numlv calls to subroutine Ism.

lsmhdr.F. This subroutine writes header information about the current version of

the model to standard output.

Ismini.F. This subroutine initializes the land surface model. For an initial run, this

subroutine also initializes required land surface variables as 2-dimensional (longitude

x latitude) arrays for the atmosphere model.

lsmmain.F. This is the main program for "off-line" simulations. It mimics the

coupling of the land model with an atmospheric model. It is used only if OF-

FLINEJLSM is defined in preproc.h.
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Ismmap.F. This subroutine builds the subgrid to grid mapping indices and weights

and vice versa.

lsmres.F. This subroutine restarts the model for continuation runs.

Ismtci.F. This subroutine initializes vegetation and soil types, soil properties, and

other miscellaneous variables for all kpt subgrid points. These are part of the Ismtc

common block of time-invariant variables.

Ismtvi.F. This subroutine initializes time varying variables for the Ismtv common

block. There are six main variables: snow, canopy, and soil water; vegetation,

ground, and soil temperatures. Most of the remaining variables are set from these

variables. Some variables are set to arbitrary constants because their exact value is

not too important for initialization. Vegetation structure and soil carbon (ecodyn)

and albedos (suralb) are initialized for the first call to Ismdrv. Although soot is

currently time-invariant, it is included here so that snow can age over time.

Ismzen.F. This subroutine uses calendar day, latitude, and longitude to calculate

the cosine of the solar zenith angle.

msspni.F. This subroutine sets the pathnames for history and restart files disposed

to the Mass Store.

opnfil.F. This subroutine opens a local file.

phenol.F. This subroutine sets leaf and stem areas from prescribed monthly values.

phyconi.F. This block data subprogram sets physical constants for the phycon

common block.

putfil.F. This subroutine copies a local file to the Mass Store.
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radconi.F. This block data subprogram sets miscellaneous albedo-related radiation

constants for the radcon common block.

relavu.F. This subroutine closes and releases a Fortran unit number.

restwrt.F. This subroutine writes the main restart file and the pointer file to the

main restart file, disposing these to the Mass Store if desired.

setarr.F. This subroutine sets an array to a constant value.

snoalb.F. This subroutine calculates snow albedos.

snoconi.F. This block data subprogram sets miscellaneous snow parameters for

the snocon common block.

snoh2o.F. This subroutine calculates snow water.

soialb.F. This subroutine calculates albedos for soil, lakes, wetlands, and glaciers,

accounting for snow.

soiconi.F. This block data subprogram sets soil "type" dependent variables for the

soicon common block.

soih2o.F. This subroutine calculates soil water and sub-surface drainage.

soitem.F. This subroutine calculates soil temperatures.

stomata.F. This subroutine calculates leaf stomatal resistance and leaf photosyn-

thesis for sunlit or shaded leaves.

stoprun.F. This subroutine stops the run.
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suralb.F. This subroutine calculates albedos for the next time step using the current

state of the land (e.g., snow, soil water, canopy water), leaf and stem areas for

the next time step, and zenith angle for the next time step. Calculating albedos

for the next time step facilitates a simple interface between the atmosphere and

land models. However, because the albedos are being calculated for the next time

step, variables needed for surface radiation calculations in surrad (ground albedos;

surface albedos; absorbed and transmitted fluxes) must be saved for the next time

step. This subroutine is only called if the next time step is a radiation time step.

This is needed because the atmospheric radiation (which requires surface albedos)

may not be calculated every time step (e.g., only every three time steps). Because

albedos are not necessarily updated every time step, leaf and stem areas are only

updated if it is an albedo time step to ensure the same values used for the albedo

calculations are also used for surface radiation, surface temperature, and energy

flux calculations.

surbgc.F. This subroutine calculates (a) net primary production from photosyn-

thesis and respiration and (b) other surface biogeochemical fluxes. Currently, only

CO2 fluxes are simulated.

surphy.F. This subroutine performs the surface biophysical calculations (energy

and momentum fluxes, temperatures).

surrad.F. This subroutine uses relative reflected, transmitted, and absorbed solar

fluxes (output from suralb.F and twostr.F) to calculate: (a) reflected solar radi-

ation, (b) the solar radiation absorbed by vegetation and ground, for later use in

the surface temperature and flux calculations, and (c) the photosynthetically active

radiation absorbed by sunlit and shaded leaves, for use in the stomatal resistance

calculations. Because the land surface model calculates its own absorbed solar radi-

ation, one should ensure that when coupling to an atmospheric model the absorbed
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solar radiation (averaged to the atmospheric grid) is the same as that calculated by

the atmospheric model. This subroutine, which is called every time step, depends

on output from suralb.F, which may be called less frequently. If albedos are only

updated every three time steps, the result is that surface radiation is also only up-

dated every three time steps provided that the incoming solar radiation from the

atmosphere is also only updated every three time steps.

surtem.F. This subroutine calculates surface temperatures and fluxes. stomata is

called twice to calculate leaf stomatal resistance and photosynthesis for sunlit and

shaded fractions of the canopy.

tridia.F. This subroutine solves a tridiagonal system of equations using the algo-

rithm discussed by Press et al. (1986), page 40.

twostr.F. The subroutine calculates the two-stream optical parameters and the

fluxes absorbed, reflected, and transmitted by the vegetation per unit incoming

flux for later use in surrad.

vegconi.F. This block data subprogram initializes the vegcon common block of

vegetation-dependent parameters.

vegtypi.F. This block data subprogram initializes the vegtyp common block of

multiple plant types and their fractional area for each surface type

verh2o.F. This subroutine performs the vertical (column) hydrology calculations.

wrtrdr.F. This subroutine writes a real data record (i.e., a vector of kpt points)

to the current history file.
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